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ABSTRACT 

 People who experienced previous natural disasters later develop a characteristic of 

miscalculating risk in current and future natural disasters due to the emotional intensity of 

fear clouding their capability to estimate their true danger in such scenarios. Eco-

Paranoia is termed in this thesis as a foundational reasoning for the miscalculation. The 

oversight of risk due to overrunning fear currently elevates anxiety towards Yellowstone 

National Park’s anticipated super eruption. What fuels these fears and causes humans to 

exhibit irrational decisions during natural disasters? Outside influences such as the mass 

media, first-hand disaster experience, historic response to cultural shifts in ideologies, 

and human response to fear and insecurities generate the miscalculated risk that results in 

a shift in human thinking and behavior. 

 An analysis into the experiences of Mt. St. Helens survivors is included to help 

interpret modern human response to volcanic eruptions into a speculation of reaction with 

a Yellowstone eruption. The need to understand the function of fear as it activates human 

thought and behavior is elaborated on to analyze its influencing impact. Culturally, the 

public attuned their attention to other characteristics of the park besides the massive hot 

spot below when the park was first established. Fear of a destructive explosion lingered 

far off in their minds. All of these historical factors lead to further understanding how and 

why the current public is attuned, anxious, and paranoid about destructive volcanic 

activity in Yellowstone National Park. 

 Eco-Paranoia, as exhibited through this thesis discusses the influence of people’s 

constructed beliefs and ideologies that ultimately cause them to be fearful and paranoid 

for something that does not necessarily deserve such worry; the clouding of calculating 

risk due to fear during natural disasters. By nature, humans succumb to their emotions of 

fear and ultimately are the cause of their distress in natural disaster situations.
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INTRODUCTION 

Yellowstone National Park is a lot of spectacular things. It is the world’s first 

national park, it is the only place where bison have continuously roamed since prehistoric 

times, and it is home to half of the world’s geysers, only to name a few notable natural 

wonders.1 But what shapes the famous caldera, colors its sulfuric yellow stones, and 

powers the notable ground formation, and the unusual eruption patterns of Yellowstone’s 

geysers? Yellowstone sits atop a notorious geologic monster, one that roils beneath the 

surface and fuels the characteristics of the park. Curiously, some people remain oblivious 

to the source of Yellowstone’s thermal heat when visiting the park. Once people direct 

their attention to it and learn about the geologic history that gave birth to the features, it is 

understandable that people may become a little anxious knowing the power of the hot 

spot. Yellowstone National Park sits on top of a volcanic caldera that geologically holds 

the power to destroy life on Earth as we know it.  

Yellowstone’s super volcano remains a hot topic discussed among the public as it 

is known to historically be one of the most destructive volcanoes on the planet. The bulk 

of Yellowstone sits atop a caldera which is a cauldron-like formation that develops after a 

volcanic eruption empties the magma chamber creating a land depression. The magma 

chamber situated below the caldera in Yellowstone Park is known as the Yellowstone 

Hotspot and is the source for the destructive super eruptions. It is not surprising that 

people view the Yellowstone Hotspot with fear, anxiety, and uncertainty that is often 

 
1 “Bison,” Yellowstone National Park, National Park Service, last modified January 23, 2020, 

https://www.nps.gov/yell/learn/nature/bison.htm. 
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fueled from sensationalist media coverage. People’s views are also influenced by 

Hollywood’s apocalyptic films and from previous first-hand experiences with volcanic 

eruptions. The onslaught sparks different emotions in different people, and when 

combined with other cultural forces, conjures a particular American paranoia about the 

dangers of the natural world and the risk involved; Eco-Paranoia. Eco-Paranoia, as I term, 

is a form of fear that humans exhibit when experiencing a disaster first-hand and how that 

leads to miscalculations of risk and direct safety in the world around them. Humans are a 

worried species incapable of mitigating and conceiving risks and that fault leads to a 

clouding of human thought and behavior from direct lines of fear. 

I am currently sitting at home under shelter-in-place orders from the Montana 

governor to avoid going out in the community and to keep my distance from others. I am 

completing this thesis trying to understand how Eco-Paranoia affects individuals and 

their calculations of risk and safety through natural disasters specifically. However, I am 

overrun with distractions of noticing people’s behavior among this pandemic. It is 

intriguing to say the least, to see the immediate connection of Eco-Paranoia amongst 

human behavior as the world currently interacts with a new respiratory virus, SARS-

CoV-2, or COVID-19 as more culturally known. People only sense the fear of casualty in 

our current global pandemic and thus led to a ransacking of grocery stores for toilet 

paper, canned food, and even sought out firearms for safety. The risk factor with COVID-

19 blew out of proportion because of human ability to miscalculate risk. Relating the 

current situation of COVID-19 to my thesis of fear in naturally induced disasters, the 

connection cannot be ignored to how humans react to such. The human mind calculates 

how serious a disaster is in relation to their safety, and in the case of the current world-
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spreading virus people heavily miscalculated their risk which in turn led to a fueling of 

worst-case scenarios. Individuals create stressful situations in times of disasters that cause 

unnecessary fear to be exerted and seen in the current pandemic. Although COVID-19 

began as a natural disaster, it instantly became a severe human created non-natural event 

because of miscalculations of risk motivated by sensations of fear. 

Other forms of natural disasters show humans exhibiting the same miscalculation 

of risk that produces Eco-Paranoia. People worry about volcanic eruptions in Washington 

or earthquakes on the Cascadia Plate, but that sense of risk in real time is not directly 

exhibited. For those disasters are perceived on a far-off likelihood of occurring therefore 

giving people more time to dwell on the idea of that risk. Due to the impending nature of 

Yellowstone’s volcanic eruption, this natural disaster sees a lesser form of Eco-Paranoia 

as individuals view Yellowstone Park with uncertainty, but still fear for imminent death. 

The Yellowstone Hotspot, holding a force that facilitated three massive eruptions in its 

lifetime, bruised the landscape and global atmosphere with each volcanic happening. The 

first eruption, 2.1 million years ago, is believed to be the largest one in geologic history. 

Five thousand seven hundred ninety square miles surrounding the vicinity of the area 

became coated with ash a third of a meter deep and scattered over areas as far away as 

present-day Missouri.2 Volcanologists’ determined when the eruptions occurred and the 

destruction of each one by discovering ash deposits across the country. The possibility of 

the next Yellowstone eruption being destructive is highly plausible based on the patterns 

 
2 “Questions about Yellowstone Volcanic History,” Volcano Hazards Program, Yellowstone Volcano 

Observatory, USGS, Last modified July 6, 2012, 

https://volcanoes.usgs.gov/volcanoes/yellowstone/yellowstone_sub_page_54.html 
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of its explosive past. Comparing the first Yellowstone eruption to that of the well-known 

Mt. St. Helens event of 1980, an estimated volume of 6,000 times matter that of Helens 

spewed out of the national park. Mt. St. Helens spat a still menacing 0.1 cubic miles of 

debris.3 The second and much smaller event from Yellowstone Park occurred 1.3 million 

years ago and ejected 67 cubic miles of debris. The most recent eruption from the 

Yellowstone Hot Spot occurred 640,000 years ago and ejected 240 cubic miles of debris. 

This eruption created the current 30 by 45-mile-wide caldera seen in the park. The hot 

spot historically encompasses the geologic power to shape and redefine the world as we 

know it. With spurts of activity it is likely that a destructive eruption will happen again. 

The question of when, however, creates an impression of Eco-Paranoia where an increase 

of fetishism of speculating reality through a lens of fear, manipulates the human mind. 

Modern humans have not encountered a super-volcanic eruption and predictions 

for how the scenario would play out is left to human imagination. Individuals who 

experienced the eruption of Mt. St. Helens, for example, lend their encounters of 

firsthand knowledge to the cultural understanding of what might happen again in the 

future. Fear of indefinite encounters with disaster scenarios increases Eco-Paranoia 

among the public and the miscalculation of risk associated with the phenomenon is 

heavily manipulative in current society. The ideologies stemming from Yellowstone’s 

Hotspot of death, destruction, and apocalyptic life following a massive eruption fuels 

Eco-Paranoia by using that fear to produce more miscalculations of risk and thus creating 

a misconstrued and overrun reality of fear. The current fear based culture surrounding the 

 
3 “Volcanoes.” Yellowstone National Park, National Park Service, December 29, 2019, 

https://www.nps.gov/yell/learn/nature/volcano.htm.  
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super volcano has stemmed from outside influences like the recognition of fear and risk 

in the explosive event of Mt. St. Helens, of shifting geological response, over evaluated 

media sources, and changing cultural attitudes leads people to base life around a fear 

induced lens of being. This is caused from Eco-Paranoia’s ability to misguide the fear of 

risk in the human mind. Succumbing to such influences drives the human mind to engulf 

itself in various disaster situations that ultimately lead them to become paranoid and 

begin preparing for such disasters. Although predictions of an imminent eruption in 

Yellowstone remain remote, the cultural creation of developing fears of general natural 

disasters as seen in Eco-Paranoia, shapes how the public culturally envisions the super 

volcano under the national park. Through experienced disasters, like COVID-19, Eco-

Paranoia subsists and flourishes among the public when interpreting their risk and 

exposure to disasters that ultimately do not require such fearful responses, Yellowstone’s 

pending detonation included. 
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MT. ST. HELENS 

Modern humans meandered the earth for at least 200,000 years and since then 

have interacted with their natural environment on all levels for survival.4 Humans either 

died from disastrous events or lived to tell the tale marking that experience in time. 

However, disasters that humans faced either completely wiped out towns, like that of the 

Mt. Vesuvius and the city of Pompeii, or transformed the landscape leaving humans to 

adjust and continue their lifestyles as currently seen in the Philippines with residents 

following recent volcanic eruptions. Among the geologic timeline however, massive 

volcanic eruptions represent a rare form of experienced natural disasters compared to 

annual floods, earthquakes, and hurricanes of the United States. Humans who survive 

intense natural disasters establish a pattern of vulnerability and fear during the event that 

later correlate into their humanly behaviors in the future. In the case of Mount St. Helens, 

few residents of the state exhibited Eco-Paranoia before the eruption with previous 

similarly experienced disasters and left them feeling more anxious after the eruption. Few 

individuals sensed their paranoia fade with time, but others represented in a collected 

study several years following the eruption said the experience still obscured their 

anxieties and paranoia regarding their sense of fear. 

Studying these paranoias in relation to human behavior during disasters 

illuminates the cultural attitude created during fear-induced catastrophes. Humans learn 

from history; they learn from the traumatic events they survive, and those emotions felt 

 
4 Elizabeth Howell, “How Long Have Humans Been on Earth?” Universe Today, January 19, 2015, 

https://www.universetoday.com/38125/how-long-have-humans-been-on-earth/. 
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during them become heavy influences for evaluating risk and safety in all types of future 

disasters. The possibility of being thrust into encountering a volcanic eruption again, 

fuels Eco-Paranoia experienced by some Washingtonians. Few people who experienced 

that fateful day remember being vulnerable and uncomfortable with the unknown 

speculation of their future and, for a brief time, paranoid about the natural hazard.  

Because Mt. St. Helens is often used to compare work of volcanologist’s and 

authorities in Yellowstone Park, the event remains a useful comparative tool to reference 

in studying historic eruptions and how it might ignite the imagination of what could be in 

the future. The fear exhibited during the Mt. St. Helens eruption can be used to compare 

how people currently manifest Eco-Paranoia and can further translate how people are and 

how they become paranoid for future eruptions, Yellowstone included. Because Mt. St. 

Helens was the first volcanic eruption modern Americans had encountered, its case study 

can reinforce how people are exhibiting paranoia for the Yellowstone eruption to come. 

Mount St. Helens erupted on May 18, 1980 at 8:32 A.M. The mountain top 

suddenly blew off hurling an immense amount of ash towards the atmosphere poisoning 

the pure air with a hellish substance. Washingtonians temporarily exhibited fear beyond 

their imagined capacities, and an apocalyptic reality crowded their immediate lives. 

Surrounded by ash, dark skies, and the immediate unknowability of information, their 

mindsets briefly shifted about the future condition of the environment that surrounded 

them. Mount St. Helens holds the title for the first modern volcanic eruption that 

American citizens experienced. It certainly was not the biggest volcanic eruption in 

geologic history, but in the history of the United States it was the deadliest and most 
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destructive one within the last few hundred years.5 Fifty-seven people were killed, over a 

thousand animals perished, and 200 square feet of forests obliterated. The human 

fatalities consisted of camping families, miners, loggers, and geologists near or on the 

mountain. These individuals ignored or remained completely oblivious to the numerous 

warnings from the geologists. One 83-year-old innkeeper among the number of those 

perished, Harry R. Truman became notorious weeks leading up to the eruption for his 

stubborn inclination to remain on the mountain. Truman vowed to remain at the base of 

the mountain with his 16 cats and his bottle of whiskey refusing to heed geologists’ 

warnings.6 The seen risk for these individuals did not feel strong enough to evoke their 

removal from the area and it cost them their lives. The risk leading up to the morning of 

the eruption was not influential enough to spark any change or safety measures across the 

state. 

Alan Taylor, a Washingtonian who expressed his experience online, waited until 

the skies turned dark before understanding their risk and becoming paranoid about their 

reality.7 Taylor, 12 years old at the time when Mount St. Helens erupted lived in 

Spokane. He recalls the morning the mountain erupted in an article posted by the 

Atlantic. Listening to the radio while eating a late breakfast the morning of the eruption, 

he and his family heard the news on the radio. “That was when the fear and anxiety first 

started to creep in. We had heard stories for a few months about Mount St. Helens, how it 

 
5 Jennifer Latson, “The ‘Middling’ Volcanic Eruption that was America’s Worst,” Time, May 18, 2015, 

https://time.com/3856099/mt-st-helens-35-years/. 

6 Latson,“The ‘Middling’ Volcanic Eruption.” 

7 Alan Taylor, “Mount St. Helens and the Fear of Not Knowing,” The Atlantic, May 18, 2018, 

https://www.theatlantic.com/science/archive/2018/05/mt-st-helens-volcano-before-the-internet/560684/. 
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had been rumbling, and had erupted once or twice, but only emitted small clouds of 

steam and ash. This time was different.”8 1980 had yet to possess smart cell phones, 

internet access, or 24-hour news stations. The people of Washington had no form of 

obtaining immediate knowledge with the rumbling mountain as there was nothing to rely 

on besides the radio. The news channel reports would chime in during television shows 

every few hours and provide little information about what was going on. Taylor 

remembered the news reports indicating the mountain became unrecognizable after its 

explosion which shot a flume of thick ash forcing its way into the sky and on the way to 

him in Spokane. 

“We had never seen such a thing before, and didn’t have any real context, only 

our imagination.” Taylor discussed all the fears sweeping through his and his family’s 

minds while they unknowingly sat dwelling on the lack of news. The possibility of 

several falling feet of ash, the ash possibly being filled with toxic and poisonous gases, or 

the ash particles could contain sharp material that once inhaled would puncture their 

lungs overran the discussion on the radio.9 This only fueled their fearful imaginations 

more so and Eco-Paranoia began fashioning itself upon citizens. Once the ash made it to 

Spokane, it stuck on the ground and the scene became one straight out of an apocalyptic 

movie:

The sky began to darken and the ash fell like snow. Small, fine, gray 

particles that were just slightly gritty between your fingertips. The dark 

curtain of a cloud stretched across the sky, with a billowy underside. Street 

lights [sic] switched on in the middle of the afternoon. Soon, you could 

hardly see those streetlights [sic]. The ash swirled and fell gently as the sky 

turned black and the world became still - no traffic sounds, no distant 

 
8 Taylor, “The Fear of Not Knowing.” 

9 The Atlantic, “Fear of Not Knowing.” 
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airplanes - just the dark silence of midnight snowstorm, only it was 

happening on an afternoon in May.10 

 

Filled with fright and no idea what was to come for them and their immediate 

safety, Taylor and his family members waited. After realizing they were safe a few weeks 

thereafter, he notes that their anxiety washed away with the rain that eventually swept 

away the remnants of ash. Society soon transitioned back into the everyday routine 

leaving the explosive effects of Mount St. Helens in the history books. For those few 

days in May of 1980, everybody stood still. Nobody knew if they were safe from the ash. 

Everybody fueled their imaginations with the wildest if not far from possible scenarios 

regarding the environment post eruption. For a while following the event, those that 

experienced it firsthand suffered Post-Traumatic-Stress, depression, sleep deprivation, 

irritability, and feelings of powerlessness.11 Individuals like Alan Taylor did not develop 

Eco-Paranoia, but many others did. Through a study conducted by Ronald Perry and 

Marjorie Greene, forms of Eco-Paranoia were present among individuals prior to the 

eruption and became developed among some afterwards. However, citizens exhibited 

paranoias before the eruption transpired due to immediate lack of reliable primary 

sources given to them.  

A study that collected Washingtonian’s responses published in Citizen Responses 

to Volcanic Eruptions: The Case of Mt. St. Helens, by Perry and Greene, the first warning 

signs from reliable sources remained questionable to the public which lead them to 

further investigate its accuracy. It takes multiple strong sources presented to an individual 

 
10 The Atlantic, “Fear of Not Knowing.” 

11 “What were the Effects on People When Mount St. Helens Erupted?” Volcano World, Oregon State University, 

http://volcano.oregonstate.edu/what-were-effects-people-when-mt-st-helens-erupted. 
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to become believable.12 Also provided in the published study is a small analysis showing 

the high believability factor among citizens who experienced previous natural hazards. 

These citizens will immediately believe the first warning signs they encounter because 

their Eco-Paranoia takes them back to that previous state of fear, as opposed to those who 

have not encountered such events.13 The sense of risk among those who experienced 

similar disasters prior becomes distorted by that influential fear. Different sources affect 

the public on a means of who is providing the source which is further elaborated on in the 

study. In the case of Mt. St. Helens, 42.5% of people who hear warning signs from 

officials or close family and friends first, immediately prepare themselves for evacuation. 

The risk in this case becomes more observed because of the relationship with whom the 

information was passed. A genuine concern for safety expressed by close friends and 

family yields more attention to personal risk in the disaster situation. Only 22.2% of 

people who first hear warning signs from mass media are likely to engage in evacuation 

protocols.14 It can be implied, with the backing of studies published by Perry and Greene, 

that some individuals who survived Mt. St. Helens will exhibit paranoia about future 

volcanic eruptions in the future should warnings signs arise because of the realization of 

risk filtered through notions of fear lead them to take action. 

The radio and news channels on television became the direct source for warning 

confirmations after people conducted their further investigations according to the study 

by Perry and Greene. Different areas in Washington handled warning signs differently 

based on their proximity to the mountain. Fifty percent of Woodland residents, located an 

 
12 Ronald Perry and Marjorie Greene, Citizen Response to Volcanic Eruptions: The Case of Mt. St. Helens, 

(Irvington Pub: 1983), 66. 

13 Perry and Greene, Citizen Response, 64-66. 

14 Perry and Greene, Citizen Response, 55. 
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hour southwest from Mt. St. Helens, directly contacted the news media for confirmation 

of warnings as opposed to authoritative people.15 However, the Toutle and Silverlake 

communities already reacted to the warning signs from geologists from first notice 

because of their closer proximity to the northern base of the mountain. The communities 

of Toutle and Silverlake developed a communicative network of information established 

for their citizens again employing the reliance of family and friends’ direct warnings. The 

Sherriff’s office and fire department in these communities also provided these 

communities with emergency plans and information which when first heard was believed 

immediately without further confirmation. The study concludes that 33.3% of people turn 

to mass media sources for their first warning signs and confirmation, while 17.8% of 

people contacted close family and friends alone for information, and 23.4% directly 

relying and contacting authoritative sources like the Sherriff’s office.16 The farther out 

people reside from the volcano, the more likely they are to rely on mass media news 

sources for confirmations as opposed to directing their attention to officials.  

The study of these participating Washingtonians can transcend to people’s 

proximity to Yellowstone and how the believable sources are sought out from inside the 

park or from the park’s dedicated volcanologists nearby. Using this study and translating 

it to people located in Bozeman, Montana, for instance, citizens of Bozeman would 

directly turn to and immediately believe the scientists, geologists, and volcanologists 

from the park if warnings were to immediately arise. Because people across the country 

are not close to the national park and are not heavily associated with the area as citizens 

of Montana are, they would easily turn to mass media news sources for their first piece of 

 
15 Perry and Greene, Citizen Response, 68. 

16 Perry and Greene, Citizen Response, 68. 
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evidence as the evidence in Perry and Greene suggests. According to the presented 

information through the account of the studies, people are more likely to believe word of 

mouth from their close family and friends and sources from the media outlets as opposed 

to dedicated scientists on the subject matter. 

What warning signs exuded from the mountain that caused few individuals to 

exhibit Eco-Paranoia? Magma was seen the winter of 1979 and continued to be present 

into the early spring of the following year. In March, two months before the eruption, 

hundreds of earthquakes rattled the mountain and led to a steam explosion that created a 

200 - 250-foot crater.17 After a week from the steam explosion in March, the crater 

increased in size by a little over 1,000 feet and formed two cracks on the summit area. 

The steam eruptions then occurred once every hour at the beginning of March, and by the 

end of April died down to occurring once daily. Shortly thereafter, the mountain silenced. 

On May 7th the steam activity picked up again slightly which ultimately lead up to the 

massive eruption on May 18. Between the 7th and 18th of May more than 10,000 

earthquakes occurred.18 There were plenty of warning signs, plenty of time to fully 

prepare those living in central Washington, but the calculation of risk in relation to the 

destruction did not easily transpire as the a small lava flow embodied everyone’s 

prediction.19 

Would that be enough to spark behavior changes among humans to react safely 

and coherently? In the case of Yellowstone, people already have their eyes and attention 

 
17 “1980 Cataclysmic Eruption,” Volcano Hazards Program, Cascades Volcano Observatory, USGS, Last 

Modified March 30, 2017, https://volcanoes.usgs.gov/volcanoes/st_helens/st_helens_geo_hist_99.html. 

18 USGS, “1980 Cataclysmic Eruption.” 
19 Jack Broom, “From Mt. St. Helens to J.P. Patches, Reporter Jack Broom Reflects on 39 Years at The 

Times,” Seattle Times, February 18, 2016, https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/from-mount-st-

helens-to-jp-patches-reporter-jack-broom-reflects-on-39-years-at-the-times/. 
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attuned to the activity rumbling below because of the uniqueness of the area. Once any 

unusual activity occurs in the park, like the record-breaking increase in water eruptions of 

Steamboat Geyser, a geyser that normally does not exhibit such amounts of eruptions, the 

public remains highly attentive to park geologists awaiting possible warning calls. In 

relation to Yellowstone’s super volcano, scientists believe the warning signs will be 

heavily manifested just like Mt. St. Helens. Yellowstone constantly shows signs of the 

direct source of heat below from the giant hotspot so the signs would be more intense 

than what is actively seen yearly in the park. The thermal features of the park represent 

the intense active characteristic of the super volcano and its force can be seen every day. 

The predicted activity to spark true warning signs of an imminent eruption will be an 

increase in spewed geysers, rapid change in ground deformation, and more fiercer 

swarms of earthquakes will occur over a period of weeks and months.20 Geologists 

consider the increase of such activities will then constitute a big enough indication of the 

volcano spurring awake. Mike Stickney, a seismologist with the Montana Bureau of 

Mines and Geology, notes there will be a big enough window of time between the 

increase of such warnings and the eruption if it were to happen. Stickney further suggests, 

“we would likely see years to decades of anomalous activity at Yellowstone before any 

kind of a significant eruption.”21 Any noticeable changes in the park do not go unnoticed 

and a change in human behavior regarding the hotspot’s awakening will occur 

immediately depending on the intensity of change. Stickney notes the Yellowstone 

 
20 Brad Plumer, “What Would Happen if the Yellowstone Supervolcano Actually Erupted?” Vox, 

December 15, 2014, https://www.vox.com/2014/9/5/6108169/yellowstone-supervolcano-eruption. 

21 Taylor Graham, “Yellowstone Geologist Talks Threat of Supervolcano Eruption,” NBC Montana, 

November 21, 2017, https://nbcmontana.com/news/local/yellowstone-geologist-talks-threat-of-

supervolcano-eruption. 
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Hotspot is the most monitored volcanic system on the planet and its activity is currently 

at a normal state. The activity in the park remains sought-out after, but the actuality of 

what the eruption could bring is bequeathed to the imagination. 

Until the immediate blow of Mount St. Helens did the sense of apocalyptic fear 

manifest, a stem off of Eco-Paranoia. Jack Broom, a Seattle Times reporter for 39 years, 

remembers his biggest story, Mt. St. Helens. Reflecting on his explosive career, he 

remembers, “… the volcano burped to life two months before the actual eruption, and we 

had sent reporter to the area, on and off, for weeks, anticipating an eruption.” Broom 

recall him and his colleagues envisioning the activity only to be a river flow of lava, 

nothing more than so and they were shocked to see the blast that blew off the top. “On 

that Sunday morning, May 18, I was called at home and headed to Boeing Field… as 

soon as we gained elevation, we could see a black wall across the sky in the distance.”22 

Ignoring sleep for means of obtaining the sought after story, Broom and his Seattle Times 

colleagues spent the next few days interviewing people rescued off the mountain, the 

close friends and families of the missing, and experts who admitted they had trouble 

comprehending the details of the explosive event. The news accounts did not express the 

warnings in any serious matter in ways that disrupted everyday activities of citizens. It 

was not until the following day, May 19, that Washington Newspapers splattered photos 

and recent happenings of the eruption on the front pages. The Seattle Times printed their 

May 19 paper, “St. Helens Still Spewing Ash, But Scientists Believe Worst is Over.” The 

newspaper discusses the first few numbers of deaths recorded, claims of fish leaping out 

of the rivers from the intense heat of the explosion crashing down the mountain, and 

 
22 Broom, “From Mt. St. Helens to J.P. Patches.” 
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included Seattle Times writers’ claims that the eruption of Mt. St. Helens left its mark on 

and shaped the northwestern region.23 Washingtonians, the average citizen and 

information setting journalists, wrongfully miscalculated their risk from an immediate 

lack of concern that ultimately did not see a shift until they experienced the distress first 

hand.  

 Are such human experiences influential enough to inspire immediate 

psychological change of preparedness for future disastrous eruptions? Yellowstone’s 

super volcano perhaps, but not quite as extensively as other natural disasters. Washington 

State’s government added a few preparation protocols for the next possible eruption that 

may occur at any of the states’ five volcanoes.24 Government officials encouraged all 

cities in the state to create plans to remove ash from the streets following an eruption and 

recommended an update to emergency kit to include dust masks and goggles. The 

communities most at risk from future eruptions collaborated together to coordinate safety 

and response plans yet each plan is different just as each volcano in the state is 

different.25 Humans are a learning species and after encountering a high-risk disaster such 

as the eruption of Mount St. Helens some individuals mentally prepared themselves for 

future disasters especially more so if they live in close proximity to the disaster-prone 

area. Due to the immediate paranoia some Washingtonians experienced during the Mt. St. 

Helens eruption, they acted on their forceful feeling and sought to adjust aspects of their 

life for encounters with future disastrous cataclysms.  

 
23 “St. Helens Still Spewing, But Scientists Believe Worst is Over,” The Seattle Times, May 19, 1980, 

https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/northwest/how-the-seattle-times-covered-the-mount-st-helens-

eruption-36-years-ago/. 

24 Kate Prengaman, “Planning, Coordination Have Come a Long Way Since Eruption of Mount St. 

Helens,” Government Technology, Emergency Management, May 18, 2015, 

https://www.govtech.com/em/training/Planning-Coordination-Eruption-Mount-St-Helens.html. 

25 Government Technology, “Planning, Coordination,” 
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Fear can be an influential driving force that mentally adjusts future thoughts and 

behaviors well into an individual’s lifetime. This idea about Eco-Paranoia, as seen 

through the example of Mt. St. Helens, is equally translatable to how the public might 

interpret Yellowstone’s sleeping giant as it too is a volcano waiting to fully revive itself. 

An assemblage between the cultural aftermath of Mt. St. Helens can provide a link to 

translating how humans might exhibit Eco-Paranoia towards Yellowstone’s future. 

Because the effects of Mount St. Helens brought darkness and apocalyptic scenes to 

reality, people will take those experiences and manifest them into speculating what 

Yellowstone’s eruption might look like. Considering how humans fearfully react to the 

possibility of a destructive future in real time during a disaster, a representation of how 

far the human mind will enforce a change of action upon humans and their vulnerability 

during so. Using the evidence of Eco-Paranoia examined from the eruption of Mt. St. 

Helens, how people interact with volcanic warning signs, who people are more prone to 

believe with given warnings, and what the mental impact became following the settling 

of the ash becomes justified through the window of Eco-Paranoia. 
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FEAR AND IMAGINATION 

The discussion of Eco-Paranoia molded in the human mind through the cases of 

Mt. St. Helens, mental fear is strongly represented and propels people to shift out of their 

normal mental and behavioral routines. Understanding the ecology of fear and the 

connection to the construction of speculative imagination, we can further decipher why 

humans feel nervous about natural disasters, why this fear leads to a miscalculation of 

risk and safety, and further connect it to aspects of Yellowstone’s super volcano. To 

understand the role of fear in human reaction to natural disasters, a closer dissection of 

the human relationship with fear can be revealed using California and its inhabitants as 

fueling examples behind the ecology of fear. 

As mentioned discreetly in previous sections, there is a speculative imagination 

that maneuvers human thought-behavior regarding the unknown destructive future they 

might face. This can further translate to the idea of something out there in the world with 

nothing but the intention to attack and destroy humans. Humans find themselves 

constantly fighting for their survival; survival from wild animals, hexes and curses, 

swarms of vicious bees, foreign attacks, or the next global virus outbreak. There are 

many people who are genuinely afraid of these paradigms because they can be more 

likely encountered to a broader population than that of a volcanic eruption in 

Washington. It is in our human nature to be constantly worried about survival so when 

the slightest presence of risk is detected, miscalculated or not, paranoia sets in causing 

humans to be frightened of almost anything.  

Society exudes a multitude of factors that upon human interaction create 

unnecessary suggestions. Pieces of literature, survival memoirs, Hollywood 
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interpretations, news sources, authoritative scientific articles, fear of the unknown, and 

wide possibility of outcomes feed the current cultural entity of fear towards the park’s hot 

spot. The factors listed above hold an intense role in the constructing and shifting of 

cultural understanding surrounding the super volcano. However, to understand how fear 

manipulates the human mind by clouding risk perception, a further analysis into everyday 

human encounters with fear will make the connection amongst mindfully created 

anxieties distort perception of risks. Fear can be exhibited in diverse ways based on what 

scenario is at play and depending on how big the risk of the situation presents itself a call 

for certain action is required. Fear of volcanic eruptions differ from fear of snakes or fires 

because the latter is more readily experienced in society and require quicker responses. In 

the previous section of Mt. St. Helens, the risk associated with that event did not facilitate 

much risk evaluation prior to the eruption as it did succeeding it. However, the risk of 

experiencing a volcanic eruption is significantly lower than the probability of 

encountering swarms of bee for instance, resulting in a different form of Eco-Paranoia to 

subsist. 

 Mike Davis, urban theorist and historian, suggests the unique system of fear can 

be understood entirely from events exhibited in the city of Los Angeles. A good portion 

of fear exhibited among Californians circle back to being foundationally constructed by 

the citizens themselves. The fear they sense is mindfully created due to misread 

interpretations and connotations presented by media, movie adaptations, and spiritual 

connections. These factors specifically help Los Angelenos put a guard up to keep alert 

and be mindful of the risk. By using California as a case study to understand the different 

fears felt with humans and the urban environment, one can notice the inaction and 
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selfishness of human behavior when it comes to adhering to their safety, future, and any 

obscure encounters with nature. The area is prone to fires, earthquakes, freak tornadoes, 

alien encounters, and other social disasters linked to race-induced undertones creating a 

“natural” disaster.26 Wildfires, for example, increasingly become more destructive and 

powerful in California as hundreds of acres and homes burn. Are Californians doing any 

preventative fieldwork to prevent such occurrences? Not as much as they should. 

Million-dollar mansions are continuously being built near the edges of forest lines on 

grassy hillsides that continuously remain prone to wildfire. Putting themselves in direct 

line of fire for easily encountering a disaster, most citizens turn the other cheek and 

ignore the solution to their annual fiery disaster and continue building for the rich. 

Among the Angeleno’s, it is believed that when animals or other creatures appear 

out of the ordinary, they bring with them omens. The signs range in the message carried 

as depicted by the person’s belief and understanding, but because one does not normally 

see animals in the vicinity of the populated area, the unusual aspect of it directly becomes 

associated to a profound warning for future disasters. These animals defy normal aspects 

of nature in Southern California.27 “...strange paranatural [sic] phenomena (including 

garbage-eating coyotes, black bears in hot tubs, plague-carrying squirrels, killer bees, and 

even goat-eating vampires) must be taken seriously as a symptom of a larger crisis in the 

relationship between the metropolis and its environment.”28 Anything unusual that 

happens triggers a heightened attention in humans elevating their direct consciousness 

 
26 Mike Davis, Ecology of Fear: Los Angeles and the Imagination of Disaster, (Henry Holt and Company: 

1998)  

27 Davis, Ecology of Fear, 199. 

28 Davis, Ecology of Fear, 201. 
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driving them to analyze their surroundings and how they should proceed in adjusting 

measures and examining their risk. 

A much smaller destroyer of human society is that of a bee. The African Killer 

Bees have, over a period of time, migrated to California and began torturing its 

inhabitants. With the increase of the bee’s presence, anxiety levels skyrocketed because 

of the bee’s intense aggressive behavior.29 The Africanized Honeybee, often mistaken for 

the well-known European Bee, does not rely on collecting honey as compared to the 

European Bee, they invest more time into reproduction and migration. The ferocity of the 

bees is believed to be a manmade given trait from thousands of years of previous human 

interference from honey gathering practices. The bee’s vicious demeanor diminishes the 

well-known saying, “if you leave bees alone, they will leave you alone.” Not knowing 

which specific bee was buzzing in the area, people’s anxieties built up with every buzz 

that passed by. Many children and older people in California were stung and killed which 

then lead to a mass panic among Californians.30 In this example, humans are genuinely 

worried and nervous about the environment surrounding them as the bees continued to 

spread their dominance. The fear and risk perceived among the citizens became highly 

intense for fear of being stung and possibly meeting death over the matter. It became a 

true possibility. Something as small as a bee can drive the public into a mass panic 

regarding their immediate risk and safety. The behavior of the public during this time 

reflects the same fears as any other threat of natural disaster, but curiously does not 

equate to the same fear felt towards an impending disaster like Yellowstone’s eruption.  

Due to the extremity of the situation, it became a natural disaster in California. The risk 

 
29 Davis, Ecology of Fear, 262. 

30 Davis, Ecology of Fear, 261-262. 
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of being stung and possibly dying from the Africanized bees did not heavily appear 

among California residents until realization of death became relevant. 

This is one occurrence where the United States took precautions to prevent a 

future disaster to strike American citizens. For the nation to be taking an expensive 

precaution for something so minuscule as the migration of killer African Bees, illustrates 

how far the U.S. would take to possibly deflect a natural disaster from occurring. This 

interference, however, usually ends up “unnatural” disasters springing upon more death 

and destruction. The U.S.’s interference proved to be a failure being a misuse of 

government money. The United States teamed up with Mexico to create a pesticidal wall 

of sorts to prevent the bees from traveling North. It was an expensive ordeal and did 

nothing at all to prevent their migration as the bees migrated North with ease seven 

months after its completion.31 Acknowledging the strong possibility of natural disasters to 

soon occurr, the United States managed to take precautions to prevent such disasters from 

causing immense amounts of damage. Because there is a strong notion of fear in the 

mind, the risk of the situation becomes clouded and misjudgments tend to occur 

regarding how to safely and morally proceed. Indicated through the example of the 

Africanized bees, we can see how far the public would go for the chance to secure their 

safety before a disaster struck. This indicates how motivating the emotion of fear can be 

in modifying human mentality and action in the oversight of risk. 

Fear comes in all forms and nearly all is depicted in this one state; fear of bizarre 

animal sights and fear of people. Disputes between different races results in race wars 

that ultimately lead to heinous murders and social inequality creating human fear and 

 
31 Davis, Ecology of Fear, 261. 
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destruction between whites and marginalized people. White citizens fearing individuals 

of a differing race from theirs, causes tension and an inner-felt fear resulting in a still felt 

discrimination amongst disregarded individuals. However, the risk of these fearful 

encounters does not remain high enough to enact a psychological and behavioral change 

in humans. As mentioned previously, humans are principally the cause of their countless 

fears; apocalyptic ones, race based, or normal natural disasters seen yearly like fires. 

However, all these forms of disasters are brought upon the citizens of Los Angeles 

because their everyday actions, or lack thereof, generates the route for these disasters to 

occur. Hollywood interpretations of such encounters, strange malicious creatures, or 

Armageddon-like scenarios, come from either experienced encounters in the area or 

birthed entirely from imagination. Eva Horn notes the exhibited fear in imagined popular 

culture stems from silent fears experienced in the present. Horn describes the, 

“…description of the future – as in many classical examples of futuristic novels, Orwell’s 

1984 – are not so much forms of prediction as critical mirrors of the present.”32 People in 

general, and as seen heavily among Californians, are the reason for their everyday 

concern with these described occurrences. The fear may be subtle and often times 

ignored, but they remain thrown under the rug and tucked away, leaving the emotion to 

remain in the background of the human mind. Incorporating this discussion of the various 

forms of fear through the experiences of Californians, we can further analyze the 

importance of human fear regarding their interaction with all categories of the natural 

environment.  

 
32 Horn, Future as Catastrophe, 201. 
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However, unlike the scenarios of killer African Bees or fear of the marginalized, 

the human species has not experienced a super eruption in geologic history which leads 

that fear of unknowability up to speculative imagination and construction of patterns. 

Geologically speaking, the time-line gap between any super eruption occurrence on the 

planet, modern humans have not experienced one and been able to describe its affairs. 

Thus, it is hard to estimate what exactly a supervolcano underneath Yellowstone would 

fully entail. Volcanologists and scientists generally apply previous volcanic eruptions as a 

basis for their predictions. But reiterating once more, humans simply have no hard facts 

about what exactly a super volcanic eruption may look like. The predicted aftermath of 

future eruptions is based on loose information taken from previous volcanic eruptions 

around the Earth with the aid of the imagination of the human mind, influenced by 

cultural exposure, to predict what humanity might face.  

Californians are ignorant of the disastrous situations in their area and take no 

precautionary action whatsoever to hinder any future fears. By no means is this thesis 

aiming to call out California by suggesting it, but the state is a prime example of humans 

being aware of a fearful situation, but insensibly doing nothing to mediate their future 

crises. They either blatantly ignore or refuse to understand the predicament and hope the 

matter will disappear or naturally adjust itself. Using this as a connection to the super 

volcano below Yellowstone, many people are aware of the power behind the hot spot and 

the future catastrophe it will one day bring. There are quite a few people genuinely 

frightened by the idea of the next eruption because of what mass media is presenting to 

them. Humans are afraid of things they don’t necessarily understand. But as there are 

people who fear for the eruption, there are many others who become oblivious or 
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unwilling to engage with further fathoming the matter. For many, news platforms are the 

one source of educational information that can be accessed. Those individuals tend to rely 

on quick and easy access to information, but as it is presented to them through media the 

possibility of it being a true reliable source can remain questionable. The media interprets 

information through a lens of negatives; increasing number of deaths, speed and rate of 

destruction, lack of good news, as well as an overflown amount of misinterpreted 

information. Thus, half of the population make themselves aware of the situation as 

presented by scientists prior to events and the other half have yet to misjudge any sense 

of risk presented to them.  

One other notable aspect in considering how fear is perceived and acted on is the 

risk perception behind it. People only act on their fears if they feel the risk in conjunction 

with the disaster is in danger. If there is one example of people living on the edge of risk, 

it would be of those living on the Cascadia Plate on the West coast of the United States. 

David Ropeik is a risk-perception consultant and author on the subject and states 

“perceiving risk is all about how scary or not do the facts feel... A risk in the future feels 

a lot less scary than a risk that’s presented right now.”33 Adjoining to this, the feelings 

also contribute to what threat is presented. As discussed in earlier paragraphs, the fear 

that is exhibited by humans towards natural events differ between nature constructed 

events vs. smaller everyday encounters. Fear is felt in both categories, but the amount and 

type of fear differs from the other based on the factor of risk felt. If the risk isn’t 

presented to us in the moment, it becomes an afterthought in the mind. The people living 

on and near the Cascadia Plate inch more and more towards stirring up the Big One, as 

 
33 Laura Bliss, “Why You Don’t Really About the Next ’Big One.’” CityLab, July 21, 2015, 

https://www.citylab.com/environment/2015/07/why-you-dont-really-care-about-the-next-big-one/398969/. 
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referred to most by its inhabitants but is also known as the Megaquake. The risk 

perception of those living in the area remains low and instant concern is set aside. 

However, those living on the plate unknowingly live in a constant state of risk. The entire 

West coast in moments could, upon speculative theories, fall into the Pacific killing 

millions of citizens.34 The Big One refers to an enormous earthquake fragile enough to 

disrupt and destroy the entire West coast. Awakening the Big One could very likely be 

caused by several smaller earthquakes in the immediate region. Western Washington sits 

atop a dozen shallow faults that can cause damaging earthquakes that essentially could 

wake the Megaquake. Upon new scientific evidence published, these shallow faults could 

rupture more than previously predicted, possibly due to the warming climate, and could 

trigger effects below. These faults could generate earthquakes with a magnitude of 7 to 

7.5 which compared to the magnitude 9 subduction zone Megaquake, would be highly 

destructive to any city near it.35 

July 12, 2019; a day that saw multiple earthquakes in the Seattle region. With 

each tremble, fear began to spark thoughts on the advancing Megaquake soon hitting. 

These prominent earthquakes transpiring in the Seattle region sparked more frightful 

realities than just that of the Megaquake predicted to hit along the Cascadia Plate. With 

more frequent and intense earthquakes in the region, more warning signs become issued 

to Washington residents to begin preparing themselves for the predicted Big One and for 

newly discovered faults that could also trigger the anxiety-building megaquake.36 Brian 

 
34 Sandi Doughton, “Friday Earthquakes on a Crustal Fault Show it’s not Only the Big One We Should 

Fear,” The Seattle Times, July 12, 2019, https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/friday-earthquakes-on-

a-crustal-fault-show-its-not-only-the-big-one-we-should-fear/. 

35 Doughton, “Friday Earthquakes.” 

36 Doughton, “Friday Earthquakes.” 
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Sherrod, earthquake hazard chief for the U.S.G.S. in Seattle, disseminates warnings after 

he and his team discovered the newly recognized historic seismic activity on the Eastern 

part of the state. Although the Cascadia Plate sits near Seattle on the western side of 

Washington, the Eastern side houses highly active shallow fault lines that enthusiastically 

thrived 300 - 500 years ago. Those same patterns believed by Sherrod, will continue to 

put our current time within the geologic time frame for another occurrence. The risk is 

subtle for now, but still lurking and waiting to spring into behavioral action. This portion 

of the state and its fault lines could agitate the megaquake. “It’s a good reminder that we 

live in an area with lots of active faults… So, we’re in the window of opportunity,” 

Sherrod states as he warns Washingtonians to prepare themselves for any future quake 

that might hit, “prepare your family, prepare your house, because you’re never going to 

know when it’s going to hit.”37 These shallow plates of Washington are caused by the 

northward push of California and Oregon at a rate of two inches per year causing these 

faults to crack and crumble making them fragile; a credible explanation for the smaller 

earthquakes felt in the Eastern region, but for the bigger threats in the Seattle area the 

Pacific Ocean is to blame. Cracks in the oceanic plate are subducting underneath the 

West coast of the United States causing tension between the two tectonic plates. This 

tension has produced devastating earthquakes as witnessed in the 2001 Nisqually 

Earthquake as well the earthquake that disrupted Olympia in 1949 and 1965.38 

Are Washingtonians alarmed for their safety and the future security of their state? 

Again, people are half and half on the matter. An article posted online from the Weather 

Network in July of 2016 reviewed a report that claimed in March of the same year four 

 
37 Doughton, “Friday Earthquakes.” 

38 Doughton, “Friday Earthquakes.”  
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global disasters were predicted to occur.39 Of the four disasters, two of them would 

transpire in the United States, one being the Cascadia earthquake and the other being 

Yellowstone’s super eruption. The predicted 9.0 magnitude Cascadia earthquake will be 

devastatingly felt all throughout the West coast of the United States. It is believed that if 

the quake occurred there will be an hour-long window for warnings before a tsunami 

would hit the shore. To get a reference for the predicted disaster, the 2011 earthquake in 

Japan was a magnitude 6.2 and lasted a mere 20 seconds and the destruction was 

remarkably ruinous. The Cascadia earthquake will rattle the earth for a projected three to 

six minutes. If the earthquake happened a day after the article was published in 2016, 

there would be more than 10,000 deaths and an estimated 30,000 injuries.40 The 

earthquake will be devastating, and the turnaround would take decades. With these 

numbers in mind, the citizens still do not recognize the risk involved with the coming of 

this disaster. A miscalculation of risk to due lack of fear is prevalent in this case because 

the citizens have yet to experience a similar event. Modern Americans have not 

encountered such a disaster and it seems implausible at the moment to engage with such 

ideas of risk. There is time to prepare however and safety measures have already been set 

in place. Scientists studying the Cascadia fault lines estimate the next predicted quake 

500 to 600 years from now, but still bounce back on the idea of it simply being 

unpredictable and the disruption could happen whenever nature fancies. 

Rebekah Paci-Green, a professor at Washington Western University and director 

of the Resilience Institute, helped assemble Cascadia Rising which is a 182-page 

 
39 Jim Mckay, “Is the Cascadia Subduction Zone a Ticking Time Bomb?” Government Technology, 

Emergency Management, July 22, 2016, https://www.govtech.com/em/disaster/Is-the-Cascadia-

Subduction-Zone-a-Ticking-Time-Bomb.html?flipboard=yes. 

40 McKay, “Cascadia Subduction Zone.” 
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document that discusses in exquisite theoretical detail the future earthquake and 

tsunami.41 The document is an example of an emergency plan and training protocol for 

citizens to utilize in advance for preparation of the Big One. Explained is the step-by-step 

scenario of the earthquake; what it would be like, and the steps needed to take afterwards 

for successful survival. The quake would begin slowly, sneaking up on the inhabitants. 

The subtle feeling of the earth trembling would resemble a semi-trucking passing by on 

the road. At this point in the disaster, it is predicted the people experiencing the quake 

outdoors will forget all training procedures and let fear overrun their sense of action 

disrupting their conscious evaluation of risk. Some people will run, but the shaking of the 

ground will intensify and toss people and objects around like balls. Those living along the 

coast will feel the brunt of the disaster. Many lives will be lost, the landscape will see its 

ultimate destruction, and as mentioned it will take decades to rebuild the region. 

The West coast will fall directly in the ocean through a process of liquefaction. 

The process will see stable ground and soil of the landscape converted to a liquid-like 

substance causing constructed buildings to shift or sink completely into the ground. A 

warning will be issued for the public to transfer to higher grounds within an estimated 30 

minutes before the effects of the inevitable tsunami hit the shore.42 Areas will remain 

flooded for weeks following the retreat of the tsunami, transportation will be nearly 

extinguished as bridges, roads, and highway systems will be damaged. An estimated $80 

billion dollars in damage is foreseen with the coming of this disaster. However, this 

described scenario is only a guesstimate and the aftermath could be worse or entirely 

better than estimated. Paci-Green states, 

 
41 McKay, “Cascadia Subduction Zone.” 

42 McKay, “Cascadia Subduction Zone.” 
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the concern among the engineering community is that we don’t have a lot 

of data on how infrastructure, especially buildings and bridges, responds 

over that very long period of shaking… We don’t know what we don’t 

know. The other fear is that these events are so far apart, that it’s much 

harder to get people’s attention and we’re only recently understanding the 

significance and the potential for a major Cascadia event.43  

 

Part of the challenge as stated by Brain Atwater, a U.S.G.S geologist, is 

presenting a true scenario for future earthquakes with an exact aftermath to the general 

public for their understanding. That fear of unknown happenings, the unknown time of 

impact, and the unknown safety of millions of people that drives geologists and 

professors to write such documents to help ease anxiety during the disaster itself. Having 

a slight reference for the Cascadia Earthquake slightly reassures the public mind, but as 

always stated in discussions of future natural disasters, it simply is an estimate and could 

most likely be worse than expected. It is difficult to understand the potential of the 

disaster because the previous one occurred a few hundred years ago and was not the Big 

One still predicted for the future.44 It is a disaster simply unpredictable to navigate. 

However, as these safety protocols and advice branch out through the state, the general 

public still are not actively taking measures to advance the probability of their safety and 

there is no evidence to see if citizens engage with such documents.   

Continually, by searching through the scope of geologic pattern for answers, the 

last known “megathrust” earthquake on the Cascadia Plate occurred at the start of 1700. 

According to geological evidence, there has been other “megathrust” quakes prior to 

1700 that patterned 300 - 400 years in between intervals in geological record. With the 

 
43 McKay, “Cascadia Subduction Zone.”  

44 McKay, “Cascadia Subduction Zone.” 
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patterned time between each earthquake, the human mind automatically generates the 

idea that since the last pattern occurred over 300 years ago, the likelihood of the quake 

occurring soon overtakes the mind. This same thought-process tends to be used regarding 

Yellowstone’s previous and next eruption. David Ropeik, quoted in an article about 

psychology and risk, “we think probability happens with some sort of regularity or 

pattern... If an earthquake is projected to hit within 50 years, when there hasn’t been one 

for centuries, we don’t think it’s going to happen... If a minor earthquake just happened 

in Seattle, we think we’re safe.”45 A human characteristic, a flaw in this perspective, is 

the ability to see patterns in anything. What makes this a flaw is the ability for humans to 

see and manifest patterns that might not necessarily exist in reality, therefore creating a 

miscalculation of time and further a miscalculation of unnecessary paranoia. There is a 

human desire to explain events that occur in the world and use of patterns appears to 

bring ease, fabricating a sense of control over various aspects that manifest in front of 

them. Continually the same occurs when looking at the past in order to interpret the 

future, people look for patterns in the past to see if they can predict future occurrences.46  

In the search of patterns in natural occurrences, the activity in Yellowstone 

showed a consistent pattern between each major super eruption. Seeing a pattern between 

each previous earthquake created the current cultural idea that the event is overdue. 

Observing Yellowstone’s Hotspot, a distinct pattern between time intervals of past 

eruptions craft the current human mind to believe the next eruption is ‘overdue’. 

According to the geologic history of eruptions from the Yellowstone Hotspot, each 

 
45 Bliss, “Psychology of Risk.” 

46 Jamie Hale, “Patterns: The Need for Order,” Psyche Central, October 8, 2018, 

https://psychcentral.com/lib/patterns-the-need-for-order/. 
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massive eruption happened in interval periods of 650,000 to 700,000 years. Adding to 

this eerie patterned observation, the park is currently experiencing a curious amount of 

noted deformation as well as increases in thermal activity that sparks a cultural worry 

among human imagination. People use their humanly nature to see patterns in natural 

disasters to create a sense of control over nature’s unknowability. But recognition of 

these patterns does not alone oblige government officials to press for immediate plans of 

action. 

 There are lots of incentives pointing to the Cascadia earthquake rumbling once 

more. There are tons of academic and newspaper articles, as well as various journals that 

reveal the scientific backing pointing to it manifesting soon. It simply is not a matter of if 

it will happen, but more of knowing when it will. The public knows it, but safety 

precautions are not the first priority of states. This connects to the idea of climate change 

being a slow factor in influencing how humans think of the disaster and therefore how 

they act on it. The human mindset reiterates, ‘oh yeah climate change, we got time to deal 

with it later.’ The reassurance of time drives people to believe this way.  A lot of people 

have a hard time worrying about things that are not imminent in their everyday realities. 

This is becoming a significant problem in the current world of increasing disasters, 

threats of global spreading diseases, and venomous creatures. 

 Kenneth Murphy is the FEMA director of Region X, which includes all the states 

the Cascadia Plate lies under. He stated, “our operating assumption is that everything 

west of Interstate 5 will be toast.” FEMA estimates that 27,000 people will be injured, 

about one million people will be displaced seeking shelter, and two and a half million 
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more people will not have access to food or water.47 With the estimates drastically 

extreme in numbers, it leaves authoritative people like Murphy truly worried for its 

arrival. The projected number of deaths would make this the deadliest natural disaster to 

hit North America. Murphy notes, “this is one time that I’m hoping all the science is 

wrong, and it won’t happen for another thousand years.” With every passing earthquake 

felt in the region it adds to an accumulation of disaster anxiety but extinguishing any felt 

fear is no easy feat. Chief scientist Chris Goldfinger oversees the watch of the Cascadia 

Plate; he and his team found that the next big earthquake to rattle the plate has a one in 

three chance of happening in the next 50 years, with the odds of the expectedly big and 

highly destructive quake happening at about a one in ten chance.48 More reassurance has 

swept across the public living on or near the fault line and a sense of emotional relaxation 

took over. The evaluation of risk put on hold. Citizens merely take every day by chance 

and risk; that day will come, but it isn’t today. From what psychology brought forth in 

recent fields of research, people do not become paranoid enough to act on that mere 

possibility and chance of disaster. As seen in this and previous sections, humans have 

trouble calculating risks successfully regarding the environment and any natural disaster. 

This miscalculation usually ends in destruction. 

Through the described studies above, humans tend to depend on their thoughts 

and emotions as opposed to facts and suggestions provided by authority figures when 

calculating risks. People like to see how far they can go when playing with fire. It 

becomes difficult to act on fear driven feelings when the odds of the risk are simply 

 
47 Kathryn Schulz, “The Really Big One,” The New Yorker, July 13, 2015, 

https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2015/07/20/the-really-big-one, 

48 Schulz, “The Really Big One.” 
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unpredictable. The thought of ‘why should I worry about it now; it might not even 

happen in my lifetime,’ also influences risk calculation.  So, unless a natural disaster is 

knocking at the front door, people will ignore the factual advice from dedicated scientists 

hired to provide warnings. People only act on things that are near to occurring in the near 

future and do not spend their emotional time dwelling on the subject. This is the case for 

a lot of people who live in or near disaster prone areas. The bulk of society are not 

capable of mitigating these risks.  

Probability has a unique sense of authority over people in this depiction. In a 

disaster-prone area like this, the citizens are aware but unwilling to fully adjust any 

aspect of their society for precaution because of the lack of fear. There has not been a 

dramatic earthquake eruption in the Cascadia region since 1700, so there is nothing 

drastic the locals can compare it with. But referring back to the notion of relying on 

natural patterns Kathryn Schulz, a journalist, states, “... our temporal parochialism also 

undoes our grasp on probability.”49 This belief of an event not happening for a certain 

amount of time is referred to as a gambler's fallacy. The odds of it occurring are the same 

as any form of probability indicates. According to Schulz, 62% of voters in Seaside, 

Oregon voted against the motion to build a new Elementary to High school system that 

would be placed outside of the earthquake and tsunami impact zone. Feeling that their tax 

money could be better spent on something actually worth their time, they decided to 

spend it elsewhere.50 Again, the low probability factor ties in and the ideology of being 

safe in the present with the proposed disastrous event far off in the future outweighs 

paranoia , risk, and unknown certainty. Even when there are strong scientific backings of 
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projected numbers of injuries, human displacement, economic death on cities, lack of 

food and water, and a record-breaking number of casualties, it is not a current or 

imminent threat to the public at this point in their everyday lives. The entire issue remains 

on the back burner with the subject matter a mere countdown waiting to surprise an 

unprepared yet expecting public. Believing the day would never come in their lifetime, 

they will become shocked when it finally does. 

A 4.6 magnitude quake in the Seattle region Summer of 2019 saw numerous 

amounts of 911 calls even with little to no damage reported from a seismic station 

nearby. Police officials reported a 700% increase in calls which they highly frowned 

upon as they aim to keep the phone lines open for true emergencies.51 Few citizens in the 

area made it a point to update their emergency preparedness kits after the quake. They 

know the next big quake is coming, and it is keeping some Washingtonians on the edge 

of their seats. At the end of it all, humans simply pay more attention to concerns that are 

more immediately pressing in their lives. Humans like to gamble with risk waiting on the 

situation to become a more pressing issue before tackling it. However, this act of 

precautionary procrastination will only inflict more damage and casualties that would 

have been avoided altogether. Every pressing inconvenience; fires, encounters with 

animals, or virus caused depletion of toilet paper will cause a speedier reaction than a risk 

predicted centuries from now.52  

As reviewed above, the United States would house two of the four worldly natural 

disasters according to an article from the Weather Network. The Cascadia earthquake 
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being one and the other the super volcano underneath Yellowstone National Park.53 The 

article, like most others posted on the internet, discusses the aftermath of society after 

Yellowstone would blow. A noticeable pattern is developing from these articles posted 

online. It begins by tugging on notions crafted by fear-driven imagination and what 

culturally fuels that speculation. Then the tone of the article shifts into a discussion of 

Yellowstone’s historic activity and finishes off by providing reassurance from scientists 

elaborating on how much time there is before its predicted wakening. In the Yellowstone 

super volcano manner, it usually reads to my understanding like so, “The surrounding 

states would be obliterated immediately. Ash would spread coast to coast burying states 

and cities most close to the area. The sun would disappear, and a winter-like state would 

take over the atmosphere causing a dip in agriculture production and the start of a food 

crisis. Humanity will slowly dissipate as they struggle to survive amid the newly formed 

apocalyptic landscape.” Descriptions like so paint a grim picture of the world humans 

would need to navigate following the big awakening of the national park. 

These articles, however, follow the pattern of beginning with worry and tugging 

of emotional probability among the reader, then goes into reassurance as mentioned 

above. The reader is reassured through the promise of geological pattern. Observing the 

geological scale shows a pattern between eruptions, indicating at this point in the 21st 

century it is not quite time for the volcano to spew awake. But why is the notice of 

patterns leaned on so heavily for reassurance? Nearly all articles posted online regarding 

the super volcano begin by playing with imagined fear; the worry, and the rumors 

floating around the caldera, then provides geologic evidence and proof that quickly 
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diminishes them. By following this protocol of first discussing the notion of fear with 

unknown notions then providing educational facts on the matter and finishing with 

reassurance is a pattern of what I’ll refer to as “The Easing Influencer.” Referring to this 

process as such allows for a stimulation of the reader through means of fear and 

speculative imagination, then directly turns to diminish these fears with evidence 

believed by most to be true and accurate. The Easing Influencer takes candid fear and 

diminishes it with facts hoping to change the mindset of fearful citizens in a convincing 

manner. Most citizens who find themselves fearful of future volcanic activity, have either 

experienced a natural disaster of similar damage or are simply not entirely aware or up to 

date with geologic happenings and discoveries of the situation in the scientific realm 

relying on media produced suggestions. By using scare tactics and immediate 

reassurance, the reader will most likely feel more secure about the situation. However, at 

the end of nearly all these volcano themed articles sits a sentence that familiarly conveys 

the super volcano as a natural phenomenon that is simply unpredictable in nature. The 

reader will feel more secure about their safety, but not completely void of possible fear 

and risk associated with it. There is nothing concrete about the geologic nature of the 

volcanic system below the national park. The entirety remains unpredictable and left to 

human contemplation alone. A lot of the answers the public craves when reading the 

hopeful article remain unspecified. 

The difference in the type of fear and how risk is calculated is exhibited through 

the example of California. The notion of fear when encountering a hillside fire as 

discussed, remains constant but the evaluation of risk after each passing year is 

misconstrued and neglected. The fiery situation eventually subsists taking with it the brief 
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fear experienced. Fear and risk in evaluated in a possible volcanic disaster is always 

prevalent as the event is a rarely experienced one compared to yearly events in 

California. Continually, the sense of fear clouding human judgement for a disaster far off 

in the future presses for a different and lessoned form of paranoia less protruding in 

reality. 
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YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK 

Yellowstone Park exudes the ideology of nature. The park houses countless 

numbers of species, vibrant and miraculous landscapes, and welcomes plumes of global 

tourists. Everyone who enters the vicinity of the park interprets it through their own 

perspective lens. How they construct this lens derives from previous cultural experiences 

from travelers in the park. The realization of the bubbling source of heat below, did not 

appear until the mid to late 20th century. The cultural understanding of the hot spot 

shifted throughout human history and interaction in the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem.  

Before white individuals stumbled upon the area, Native Americans frequently 

inhabited and made use of the wealthy resources of the land for an estimated 11,500 

years.54 Thousands of years before whites discovered the area, Natives accessed the area 

of the park for hunting and fishing purposes, acquisition of plants and obsidian, and often 

used for religious and medicinal motives among other cultural incentives. The Kiowa 

tribe of Oklahoma, for one, trace the area of Yellowstone to be their place of tribal origin. 

According to the tribe’s oral tradition, when the earth was created and the Kiowa 

remained homeless and in the act to find an area, their journey lead them to 

Yellowstone.55 The Kiowa creator, Doh Ki, offered the now known Yellowstone area to 

the Kiowa people, but at a price. If they were willing to make the journey to the barren 

wasteland housing steaming vents and geysers from their location in Missouri, the creator 

will gift them the area. As their legend continues, they migrate to the park and to meet 

 
54 Thomas James, “Debunking the Myth, Fear of Yellowstone,” Yellowstone Science, Volume 26 Issue 1: 
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their creator near a boiling pool of water. He offered the area to them only if someone 

from their tribal people sacrificed themselves by jumping into the pool. One Kiowa man 

sacrificed his life, jumped in for his tribe, and soon thereafter the tribe called the Greater 

Yellowstone Ecosystem home. The boiling spring is known to the Kiowa tribe as To-Sal-

Dau and is also referred to as Dragon’s Mouth Spring in Yellowstone Park.56 

The Kiowa tribe have oral stories tracing their ancestry back to the park as early 

as 1400 C.E. and up to the year 1700. However, there are 26 other associated tribes 

located in surrounding states of the park that also hold historic ties to the Greater 

Yellowstone Ecosystem.57 It is unknown whether these various tribes knew of the 

volcanic source of the park as they only the spiritual side of the thermal pools strongly 

passed down in oral stories. There are accounts of whites claiming Yellowstone area 

Natives were fearful of being in close vicinity of the park because of its mysterious 

features. White travelers manifested these rumors because they aimed to advertise the 

area suitable and safe for tourists. Still, many of the tribes trace their extensive 

relationship to the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem centuries back as archaeological 

evidence disrupts the idea that they were fearful and steered clear of the area. This notion 

of fear among Natives became reinforced by an early account written by William Clark, 

of the Lewis and Clark Expedition, where he expanded the idea, “At the head of this river 

the nativs [sic] give an account that there is frequently herd [sic] a loud noise, like 

Thunder, which makes the earth Tremble, they State that they seldom go there because 

their children Cannot sleep - and Conceive it possessed of spirits, who were averse that 
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men Should be near them.”58  By advertising that Native Americans avoided the area, 

whites boosted safety attributes of the park by suggesting Natives specifically avoided the 

area because of evil spirits believed to live in the geothermal features. The false myth 

began the gradual removal of Natives in the area and thus activated the boost of tourism 

in Yellowstone.  

 After Yellowstone Park was established as the world’s first national park, the 

United States Geological Service arranged for multiple expeditions to explore and begin 

noting and mapping the different geologic features in the area. Surely, there have been 

other travelers who traveled through and experienced Yellowstone long before the 

creation of the national park in the 19th century, but official U.S.G.S. reports fabricated 

the foundation of research on the contents within the park’s boundary. Appointed by the 

U.S.G.S. for an early study was Arnold Hague. The assignment aimed to provide a 

detailed study of the geysers and indicate their relationship to volcanic activity.59 Hague, 

having previously studied volcanoes overseas, excelled tremendously in this work 

throughout the park. He first arrived in Yellowstone in 1883 and spent seven summers in 

the boundary of the park observing, learning, making notes, and collecting matter for 

later use. He explored more than 3,000 square miles of the park within his dedicated 

years in the area and after he completed his studies his findings were published in 1899 

by the U.S. Geological Survey. His Geology of the Yellowstone National Park came to be 

highly praised and still remains one of the best studied collections of materials written on 
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Yellowstone Park.60 In his completed work, he describes some of the earliest accounts in 

the park’s history connecting the geothermal features originally born of volcanic descent. 

Hague, being an expert volcanologist of the time, knew the area encountered multiple 

super eruptions in its geologic history as he observed throughout the landscape. He even 

describes each type of spewed matter from each previous eruption in the area. His work 

remains an incredible piece of work developed in such early stages of the park’s 

establishment that confirms early scientists recognized the park was sculpted from and is 

fueled from previous volcanic activity.  

 Newspapers around the country published Hague’s findings. In a newspaper 

account published in the Rock Island Argus of Illinois, described is Hague’s 

understanding of there being no geological connection between Yellowstone and 

Iceland’s geyser conditions as was heavily believed at the time. The article detailed 

Haynes’ distinction between the two geological areas with his main argument 

pronouncing Iceland still housed active geological volcanic activity while Yellowstone 

did not. It further analyzes why Yellowstone exhibits similar geyser behavior to that of 

Iceland as it “represent[s] a phase in the evolution of thermal springs. The tendency of a 

geyser is to develop a hot surface pool after which explosive action may cease and the 

geyser, as such, become extinct, but this is a very slow process.”61 However, Hague 

disagrees with the idea that the end of geyser activity does not correspond with the loss of 

volcanic heat, but more so with the shift in ascending waters directly beneath it. Hague 

became one the first scientists to recognize when geysers become dormant it is not due to 
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volcanic activity ceasing is not an accurate description of Yellowstone’s source of heat. 

He culturally knocked out that geologic acceptance through his studies and began paving 

the way to current understandings of geologic activity under the park. Scanning aspects 

of geologic features and their origins Hague states in his journals,  

Throughout Tertiary time in the park area, geological history was 

characterized by great volcanic activity, enormous volumes of erupted 

material being poured out in the Eocene and Middle Tertiary, continuing 

with less force through the Pliocene, and extending into Quaternary time. 

Within very recent times there is no evidence of any considerable outburst; 

indeed, the region may be considered long since extinct.62  

 

 Other accounts following Hague’s further aid in the acknowledgement of previous 

volcanic activity and elaborates the volcano is not active and tourists should not be afraid 

of visiting the area. Walter Harvey Weed, a geologist most known for his geyser work in 

Yellowstone who also at times worked with Hague, wrote in 1929 for the United States 

Department of the Interior of previously accepted scientific views of the source of heat 

underneath Yellowstone shifted culturally. Weed wrote about scientists’ previous ideas of 

the heat source of the park once deriving from leftover magma. It was still a possible 

theory, but no longer culturally or scientifically accepted. Weed claimed,  

that the source of steam is the still hot lavas below, and is in some way 

connected with volcanic action, is so evident from the facts that no other 

conclusion is possible. A very common belief concerning the source of the 

heat of boiling springs and geysers, but one which no longer has the support 

of scientific men, is that the heat results from chemical action, as it is 

vaguely termed.63  
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Weed is suggesting that this once believed hypothesis is no longer accurate and 

goes on to further suggest the direct source of heat derives immediately from the volcano. 

During this time, we begin to see a transformation of ideas circling the direct source of 

heat below Yellowstone Park. Although the shifting ideas of the heat source began to be 

observed and questioned, it is still firmly believed in the beginning 20th century that the 

volcano itself is not an active component of the park and has not been since the Tertiary 

times. Weed continues in his report,  

In the Yellowstone there are no active volcanoes, and none of even 

geologically recent activity. The lavas that fill the ancient mountain 

encircled basin of the park are scored by glaciers and deeply cut by running 

water, and the old volcanoes from which the lavas were, in part at least, 

outpoured show no signs of having been active since Tertiary times. Yet in 

this region the expenditure of heat by the hot springs, geysers, and steam 

vents would undoubtedly keep a moderate-sized volcano in a very active 

state were it concentrated.64 

 

 The cultural acceptance at this time regarding fear and Yellowstone’s Hotspot 

remains non-existent and leftover residue from the volcano below is the source of the 

heat and the geysers. At this point in time, there was no fear of the destructive source, no 

media input or interpretation, and only scientists’ words were trusted wholly by the 

public. As seen through early accounts and studies, it is apparent that people’s thoughts 

on the volcano were merely just that; a thought, an acknowledgement of the source. It did 

not hold pressing and worrisome thoughts keeping people distanced from the park. It 

became the thought of the park’s bizarre and fascinating features that lead people to 

curiously continue in numbers to see the famed Yellowstone themselves. Hague first 

established the cultural conception of the dormant but still hot volcano; that the steam and 
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playful geysers stem from the heat source. Hague’s ideas spread through society, written 

about in newspapers and accepted in the geologic realm. It is fascinating to see the 

cultural shift in thought from now and previous citizens; that these early scientists 

suggested Yellowstone’s Hotspot to be no longer active and to go on to advocate the 

steam vents and active geysers flourished from remaining heat of the hotspot. Hague 

notes, “volcanic activity in the park may be considered as long since extinct... All our 

observations point in one direction and lead to the theory that the cause of the high 

temperatures of these waters must be found in the heated rocks below, and that the origin 

of the heat is in some way associated with the source of volcanic energy.”65 The only 

thoughts people held during the early establishment of the park regarding the volcano, 

were ones that gave it credit to creating the unearthly-like landscapes that make the park 

famous. Hague and Weed’s research journals first spread and interpreted the hot source 

fueling the distinct features of the park and continued to be the foundational groundwork 

for future studies. 

 Of course, in the early years of the park there was not an established team of 

geologists dedicated to actively study the aspects of the super volcano. Not much else is 

geologically said regarding the hot spot specifically until studies of the park escalated in 

the mid-twentieth century, but the Yellowstone Hotspot and its previous eruptions started 

to be further recognized by scientists that the cultural understanding of the dormant 

volcano began to vanish. The heat source actually being an active geologic entity began 

to creep into the minds of the public. It is a living and breathing source of Yellowstone 

that fuels its everyday activity. The geysers, bubbling pools, and fumaroles among other 
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distinct features of the park have always been an indicator of the active source below. 

The cultural shift of human travelers throughout Yellowstone’s establishment and 

beyond, indicate how influential authoritative word is in adjusting thought and demeanor 

among the general public. 
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SUPER VOLCANO 

 

 The term “super volcano” has attached itself to the Yellowstone Hotspot in the 

blink of an eye during the late twentieth century. The history behind the word has no 

original connection to volcanic eruptions of massive size, but the term has transformed 

into an implication of paranoia. The word first appeared in Conquering the World, a 

travelogue by Helen Bridgeman published in 1925. In this first exercise of the word, 

Bridgeman did not refer to it in geologic or scientific terms but as a descriptive one to 

express a sunset. She quoted, “there are no such sunsets anywhere as those of the Indian 

Ocean, when the light cirrus the clouds...become one mass of molten fire – a super-

volcano, as it were, upside down.”66  

The role of the term does not seem fitting in Bridgeman’s publication in current 

understanding, but the word stuck and began inching its way into geologic publications 

later that year. Geologist Edward Hodge wrote a book titled, Mount Multnomah: Ancient 

Ancestor of the Three Sisters. He hypothesized three close volcanoes in Washington state 

actually one giant volcano that he dubbed Mt. Multnomah.67 In his work, Hodge does not 

specifically convey the term “super volcano” to elaborate his theory of the Three Sisters, 

but after his publication it sparked another geologist to further plant the term. Howell 

Williams read and denied the claims of Hodge in 1948 and claimed these three sister 

volcanoes are a configuration of a super volcano. After Williams usage, the term “super 
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volcano” did not immediately spew off into popularity outside of the realm of geologic 

studies as it remained a dormant term to the public until the end of the century.  

As the 20th century nears its end, British historian David Keys published a book 

titled Catastrophe: An Investigation into the Origins of the Modern World in 1999. In it 

he discusses how the present modern world adapted out of the effects of the Krakatoa 

volcanic disaster of 535 A.D. Providing a timeline of the aftermath through his book, he 

includes discussion on Yellowstone National Park, more specifically about the beast that 

sits just a mere six miles below the surface. At one point he describes Yellowstone as 

being the place that houses the world’s largest dormant volcano.68 As noted above in the 

previous section, Yellowstone’s beauty resulted from massive eruptions in its geologic 

history but claims of it being active not yet applied. Key’s continues on to describe how 

Yellowstone will most likely exhibit a life-changing eruption closely equivalent to 

Krakatoa in the park’s geologic future. Going on to include each super eruption and the 

time of their occurrences, he ends this discussion with the last super eruption the hotspot 

produced, estimated to be around 640,000 years ago which Yellowstone Park officials 

back up. Hinting on the notion that the volcano too is overdue he states, “... the last 

decade or so of the twentieth century has seen a substantial increase in potential pre-

eruption activity there.”69 The cultural ideology of the dormant volcano erased from 

acceptance. Keys touched on the idea of the area being overdue for an eruption, but 

nothing sparked immediate attention until the following year. Still untouched by the 
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public’s imagination, the ‘supervolcano’ term would see the end of its quiet and non-

misleading speculation. The year to come would see an explosion of devotion to 

Yellowstone’s Hotspot and use of the word. The cultural world surrounding the super 

volcano would see an eruption of its own. Pun intended. 

On February 3 of the following year, BBC News released an article about how a 

rising climate could induce a devastating eruption in Yellowstone Park resulting in a near 

collapse of the planet.70 A report by the BBC Two Programme Horizon, a TV and radio 

source extension from BBC referenced for the February article, indicated that a report of 

the super volcano at Yellowstone is overdue for an eruption. With this source in mind, 

Bill McGuire, Britain’s leading volcanologist, added comments in the article of the 

overdue speculation while elaborating on the ground deformation patterns among other 

signs in the park representing its active personality. McGuire stated, “we’re getting ready 

for another eruption, unless the system has blown itself out... But the ground surface 

deformation and other signs measured by satellite suggest it’s still active, and on the 

move.”71 BBC also adds in this article what McGuire describes in a previous book of his, 

Apocalypse! A Natural History of Global Disasters where he argues a possible 

Yellowstone eruption to occur in the year 2074. Since the BBC published this fear 

inducing article on the event to come, the public became more attuned to the national 

park and began shifting their thoughtful attention to a world of unpredictable and 

paranoia filled imaginations of world destruction. 
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Since the early 2000s, the ‘super volcano’ term blew out of geologic proportion. 

When the BBC News station released the idea of the volcano being overdue, nervous 

eyes began taking note of the very possible situation. The sudden risk of a volcanic 

eruption from Yellowstone occurring within the next 70 or so years began to be clouded 

by general fear of the unknown. Documentaries began visually elaborating on the 

situation while viewers awareness of Yellowstone’s active hot spot continued to spark 

paranoia. It wasn’t until the 2000 BBC and Horizon documentary titled Supervolcano 

that the word exploded on social media platforms. Following that documentary’s 

premiere, it sparked another docudrama release in 2005 produced by a collaboration with 

the BBC and Discovery Channel. The docudrama highlighted Yellowstone’s super 

volcano, which began picking up high interest and popularity with media as they 

continually morphed the word to interpret fear. The premieres and publications of the 

media’s content persuaded the public to mentally engage with their fabrications of 

paranoias regarding disasters. The influence of movies, docu-dramas, documentaries, and 

news reports are highly impactful in shaping the mindset of the public interacting with it. 

Culturally speaking, it is believed that with an eruption of Yellowstone’s super volcano, 

all life will either instantly obliterated or will experience slow ashy deaths. Why is 

society culturally paranoid about a disastrous future? How did fear of the super volcano 

instill itself among society? It has become the norm in due part because of BBC’s 

premier of Supervolcano.  

Of course, the speculative imaginations seen through movie reenactments derive 

from experienced effects of previous volcanic eruptions that are disastrously expanded 

on. The study of the true effects of previous super volcanoes remains slim because it is a 
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phenomenon the modern human has yet to experience, so the envisioning of what could 

happen relies on using previously experienced volcanic eruptions and elaborately 

magnifying on its destruction. For example, the next big Yellowstone eruption would 

thrust upon the world a cold and dark reality; the world would be plunged into an 

apocalyptic winter, the atmosphere would be destroyed, and the sun could not penetrate 

the plumes that accumulates resulting in an agricultural massacre, and the human 

population would die out from the intense lack of natural resources. Sounds like the 

familiar effects of the powerful Tambora eruption in 1815. With Yellowstone’s Hotspot 

being known as one of the biggest hot spots on the planet, it is suggested its next super 

eruption would be highly disastrous to the planet and the inhabitants living on it. 

Comprehending the idea of what could happen, humans tend to rely on occurrences of the 

past to obtain a scope to understand what they might encounter in the future for a sense of 

ease and control over the inclusive situation.  

Not only does the current fascination with apocalyptic scenarios egg on the 

human imagination, Hollywood interpretations and documentaries visually and 

physically place the human mind into the envisioned and allegedly believable reality. 

How do these film interpretations elevate human paranoia of future death of the planet 

with those viewing the motion pictures? Simple. It is owed to the millions of dollars’ 

worth of edited visual effects, sounds, and sensations that elevate human stimulation and 

mental response which constructs an emotional impact upon the viewer. In a 

psychological study on these elements on the human mindset, produced films and 

interpretations positively influence how viewers react to and craft their own speculative 
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imaginations and realities.72 People are satisfied with and more attuned to the thrilling 

aesthetics of film. The impression of being thrown into a fictional world that resembles 

reality stimulates and emotionally connects the viewers to their visual experience. This 

study suggests there is an allure to unpleasant emotions viewers feel when watching 

horror, violent, or sorrowful movies that derives from the stipulation of two mechanisms 

in the human mind. Of the two, one relieves the unpleasing aesthetic stimuli that prevents 

viewer enjoyment while the other allows the mind to joyfully experience more intense, 

emotional, and profound scenes in movies. “An emotion such as horror results from 

appraisal of monsters etc. as threatening and repulsive, but the emotion itself, too, can be 

subject to appraisal.”73 Because apocalyptic themed movies are aesthetically pleasing for 

the brain, it stimulates the mind to produce emotions and connections within the viewer 

therefore either ridding them of unpleasant thoughts or adding on to them.  

It is movies like the 1975 hit Jaws that has key elements throughout that 

emotionally connect to and impact people’s mindsets after watching it. The unlikable fear 

experienced watching this movie makes the mind worry about being attacked by a shark 

and causes people to steer clear of any areas that might make them refer back to these 

emotions. To other extents this creates a conscious fear of the subject matter. Using that 

as an example, the public can easily be influenced through Hollywood interpretations of 

apocalyptic genres generally causing them to fear any threatening possibility. The super 

volcano docu-drama, for example, tugged at the aesthetically pleasing mechanism in the 

human mind and crafted a disastrous meaning behind the term stuck and increased with 

 
72 Ed Tan, “A Psychology of the Film,” Palgrave Communications 4, Article 82, July 3, 2018, 

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41599-018-0111-y.  

73 Tan, “Psychology of Film.” 
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the public. The possibilities have been imagined up from previous experiences with 

disasters or pieced together through other aiding factors like first-hand experience with 

disasters previously discussed.  

The term “super volcano” blew through Hollywood influence and other forms of 

media associating fear and destruction with it because of the emotional stimulation 

brought forth by media’s interpretations of the eruption. Although volcanologists dislike 

the term, the term became too popular to defeat. The name stuck and unwilling became a 

scientific term fluffed with fear crafted by various media platforms. Geologists like Mike 

Poland, who is the Scientist in charge at the Yellowstone Volcano Observatory (YVO), 

constantly try to switch out the influential use of the term altogether as it has no geologic 

value and the media completely obliterated its potential. In a Facebook post, which is a 

now very popular way for the easy and fast communication between the YVO and the 

public, Poland posts a status on the USGS Volcanoes Facebook page. He goes on an 

innocent rant on the matter and is as follows.74  

I have three main reasons for disliking the term. 

First, it’s trivializing. Remember back in the 2000s when people used 

“uber” in front of a word to mean “very”? The pizza wasn’t just delicious, 

it was uber-delicious. The summer wasn’t hot, it was uber-hot. It was so 

uber-annoying! Fortunately, the fad faded. The same can be said for 

“supervolcano.” Adding “super” boils a complex and important aspect of 

volcanology down into something that sounds like a catch phrase. Ay 

carumba! 

Second, it’s misleading. Calling something a “supervolcano” makes it 

sound like a volcano that only has massive eruptions. Of course, this is not 

true. Most Yellowstone eruptions that involve magma reaching the surface 

are lava flows. In fact, there have been about 80 lava flows of varying 

compositions in and around Yellowstone since the last time the system 

 
74 Mike Poland, “Ready for Monday Morning Rant?” USGS Volcanoes, Facebook, October 2019, 

https://www.facebook.com/USGSVolcanoes/posts/2832081636820379. 
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experienced a catastrophic explosion. Yellowstone is a lot more than just 

explosions, and calling it a “supervolcano” is a gross oversimplification. 

Third, it’s misapplied. Volcanologists have come to refer to super eruptions 

as those that have generated 1000 km3 of ash and other volcanic products. 

This is equivalent to an “8” on the “Volcano Explosivity Index” scale, 

which is sort of like a Richter scale for volcanic eruptions. That means a 

VEI=8 eruption generated 10 times more material than a VEI=7 eruption, 

and 100 times more than a VEI=6 eruption. For reference, the 1980 Mount 

St. Helens eruption was VEI=5. The 1991 eruption of Pinatubo, Philippines, 

was VEI=6. So, a VEI=8 is truly epic. Why is it, then, that volcanoes that 

have never had VEI=8 eruptions are called “supervolcanoes”? For example, 

the largest eruption of Campi Flegrei, Italy, occurred about 39,000 years 

ago and was VEI=7. Yet Campi Flegrei is also often called a 

“supervolcano.” Is it a supervolcano if it has never had a super eruption?75 

  

Dr. Jamie Farrell, who is an assistant research professor at the University of Utah 

and chief seismologist at the YVO stated, “there are no supervolcanoes, only volcanoes 

that have super eruptions.”76 Poland agreeing wholeheartedly with Dr. Farrell continues 

by suggesting society use a new term, “Caldera Systems.” By switching out the term, one 

can then refer to any volcano that previously had an eruption big enough to be classified 

as a super eruption. On a final note from Poland, “if you must use “super,” use it when 

referencing specific eruptions—like the massive explosion from Yellowstone 631,000 

years ago.” It will take a lot to get rid of the “super volcano” term as the media’s grasp on 

it is too strong and at this point too deep in the matter to resurface. As society continues 

to wrongly use the term, people trust and rely on everything else the Yellowstone 

Volcano Observatory puts out regarding any immediate answers when it comes to 

changes in activity of Yellowstone’s volcano. The YVO actively monitors changes in the 

park and looks for any sign of a possible awakening. On their website they lay out maps 

 
75 Poland, “Monday Rant.” 
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and charted feeds regularly updated that illustrate all newly felt earthquakes, areas of 

ground deformation, and other unusual activities that the public can easily reference to 

regarding activity below the national park.77 The observatory looks for three main 

indicators when looking out for an imminent eruption to occur in Yellowstone. A swarm 

of strong earthquakes, a dramatic shift in ground deformation, and unusual changes in gas 

or heat releases from thermal features are indicators that may provide warning for a 

possible eruption.78 By having up-to-date information on their main indicators, society 

can easily refer to these feeds to ease any sense of paranoia if necessary. The public relies 

on park geologists and volcanologists when deciding if they are at immediate risk or if 

there is still time to continue basking in their subtle accounts of delayed anxieties.  

As the cultural transition shifted from once acknowledging Yellowstone Park 

being fueled from a dormant but still hot volcano, shifting to the geologically proven 

state of an active hot spot the fear among citizens only continues to grow. With aid from 

Hollywood interpretations, the media takeover of the term, and unnoticed claims from 

park geologists, the public continues to exhibit Eco-Paranoia as seen through dicey risk 

perception with the help of shifting geologic beliefs and elevating emotional attachment 

to sensationally thriving visual realities. 

 
77 “Monitoring Instruments and Data at Yellowstone,” Volcano Hazards Program, USGS, 

https://volcanoes.usgs.gov/volcanoes/yellowstone/monitoring_map.html. 

78 “Questions About Supervolcanoes,” Volcano Hazards Program, USGS, last modified August 21, 2015, 

https://volcanoes.usgs.gov/volcanoes/yellowstone/faqs_supervolcanoes.html. 
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STUDENT INPUT 

The human relationship to the factor of risk is a prominent day to day aspect of 

life. Connecting it to that of the super volcano in Yellowstone, an included snippet of an 

interview with a Montana State Student provides a lens into risk perception as it is crafted 

from fear regarding Yellowstone’s Hotspot. To understand how the current public views 

the super volcano as of late 2019, I turned to social media to reach out to willing peers for 

a general grasp on how they feel on the matter. Previously noting connections of patterns 

written into online articles, media and news influence, and Hollywood interpretations, I 

wanted to directly receive input from peers in the area about how they referred to and 

interpreted Yellowstone’s Hotspot to see if there would be any correlations to my 

research thus far.  I wanted to collect from a different range of perspectives as best I 

could in order to see if there was any pattern that could be indicated in connection to 

social and cultural influences. I took to Facebook, which originally sparked my interest in 

the subject matter, to ask for volunteers. The first sentence of my Facebook status 

followed the pattern of the previously mentioned “easing influencer” to spark fear and 

interest. “PSA: YELLOWSTONE IS SET TO ERUPT!! Not yet actually, but now that 

I have your attention, I'd love to talk to you about your feelings and thoughts regarding 

the supervolcano!” 

The first bolded portion of the status certainly caught many people’s attention and 

the comments came flooding in. Several people expressed their extreme interest and 

willingness to provide input. Others posted things along the lines of “No fear here. What 

will be will be, and I will be dead anyway. What’s to worry about?” and, “I blame the 

Yellowstone movie it seems me and every other kid I know had to watch in the 5th 
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grade.” Based on those several comments posted on my status, I figured the communal 

vote on fear of the volcano would 50/50. One half of my estimated spectrum looks to the 

volcano as simply a natural occurrence bound to happen but not in the current lifetime 

but if so, will embrace it head on. The other portion of the spectrum houses the 

population who believe any fear they feel comes directly from the influence of popular 

culture and mindsets from close family and friends. 

I interviewed several individuals on their thoughts regarding fear and the super 

volcano who expressed their interest in participating in my survey. Addressing my 

already distinguished biases of acquired knowledge of the topic, I tucked away any and 

all preconceived notions I when constructing questions for my volunteers. I lined up a 

series of questions evoking how people viewed the park, how they connect the super 

volcano within it, their thoughts of outside influences, and what they imagine will happen 

in a future eruption. The first question I asked was what first came to their minds when 

they heard of Yellowstone National Park. All the answers were strictly characteristic; the 

landscape of the park, the scenic geysers and other features, roaming animals, and 

rambunctious tourists popped up. None of the answers, however, contained the term 

super volcano. Shocked but not necessarily surprised with the range of calm demeaners, 

there were more people out of whom I interviewed that did not experience a sense of 

Eco-Paranoia towards the volcano. I noticed out of the individuals I interviewed, only 

one person exhibited such fears and miscalculations of risk when embracing the possible 

eruption.  

In a sit-down interview with Taylor on the campus of Montana State University, 

she discussed her fears of direct safety as well as anxious feelings of the unknown and 
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speculative happening. In her expressed fear she indicates that her parents exhibited 

paranoia with the speculation of the ‘overdue’ supervolcano when they themselves were 

students at Montana State University in earlier years. The interview with Taylor is 

condensed from its original to highlight any answers in regard to fear, speculative fate, 

and examples of Eco-Paranoia through her response to miscalculated risk when 

considering her future. 

 

E: So, the super volcano was not a part of your answer, why? 

T: Because, it's just now becoming a thing. Like tell me you haven't just recently like, 

within the past like 5 years started hearing about it. Like it wasn’t really a thing, nobody 

really broadcasted it. Maybe it’s because I just now like, started incorporating more of my 

thoughts on like social media, but like no one really talked about it, it was really a thing 

and it’s still not a thing. Like when you go visit, it’s like oh yeah by the way there’s a giant 

volcano. They don’t highlight on that there. So, I don’t know.  

E: Alright, what do you think of when you hear “supervolcano”? 

T: Death! (Laughs) In all honesty, that sounds terrifying, but what's kind of weird is like, 

we think of volcano you don’t think of Montana. You know what I mean? You don’t think 

of like an underneath volcano area. When I think of a volcano I think of like Italy, there’s 

like a giant volcano over there in Sicily, I don’t know. Nothing like Montana. I don’t know, 

I think of like mountains or if we were to have a natural disaster like getting snowed in, 

you know. Or turning into the ice age, something like that but I don’t know. I don’t like it. 
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E: Okay, so when did you first hear about Yellowstone being a super volcano and how did 

you learn of it? 

T: Facebook. I saw everybody talking about it. I think somebody made a fake post like 

“Yellowstone's gonna blow.” And I'm like what, Yellowstone’s gonna blow what does that 

mean? And so, I read into it…And it’s like well hm, well thank you for that anxiety that I 

never had. So yeah, that’s how I saw it. And now it’s kind of been like posted more about. 

Because now people are like... well I don’t know. That’s a hard question, that is the 

question isn’t it? I don’t know I think people internalize things differently so maybe they 

kind of see it as, some people have a really hard time dealing with death so maybe they 

turn it into a joke? Or they don’t know how to process it, so everybody has to be on the 

same page or you’re crazy? I don’t know. People like to post about it more, and I don’t 

know why but, some things make headway in news and some things don’t. I don’t really 

know why this is now starting to come out. I can’t put my finger on it. 

E: Were you ever worried the volcano would erupt? 

T: Like honestly, I don’t know so much climate change has happened and everybody’s like 

it’s gonna blow soon. You know what’s actually funny is after we were supposed to meet 

up I called my mom today right before class and we were talking about it and she’s like, 

“Taylor you know what’s funny, this was a thing when I was going to school that it’s 

supposed to blow soon, like it’s gonna blow soon.” So, everybody’s been putting this 

timeline on it and so everybody’s finally at this point where it’s like, dude when is this 

going to go? We don’t know at all. So, I don’t know, it was a thing for my parents and now 

it’s coming back up again. So yeah, my dad was here in ‘85 and it was a thing like how it 

is now where everybody is like talking about it and just the anxiety of like, we don’t know 
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when it’s going to go off. And back then apparently professors and people who studied it 

were like, yeah., the timeline is close. 

E: What do you specifically fear about the volcano or its eruption?  

T: There’s so many reasons why I don’t want to have kids and that adds to it because I 

don’t know. This stuff gives me like [groans] I don't like thinking about it. Global 

destruction, obviously, it’s not bad for the earth, the earth is going to regrow. Maybe it 

would be good for the earth because we’re not good for the earth, in some ways, in a lot of 

ways. Just a lot, a lot of death. That’s all I think of. Kind of like a horrific way too, like it’s 

going to be different for so many people if it does happen. Because you know Pompeii, 

that’s such a historical eruption back then because a lot of people lost lives underneath ash 

and some people were just like vaporized from being right there? I don’t know. That is 

creepy.  

E: What factors do you think make other people scared? 

T: Yeah that and overall just panic, when there’s panic or fear people definitely pick up on 

that. I don’t even know how to explain it, but they just kind of make it worse, they make it 

less, or they just kind of give it back out and other people pick up on it. But yeah, like 

Hollywood, Pompeii, I don’t know. You know the movie 2012 or something like that? That 

was a huge thing... stuff like that just kinda comes into mind. What if you saw that? Like, 

there’s a huge volcanic eruption, there’s no volcano you’re just watching land. And you 

have no idea; you’re just visiting Yellowstone with your family.79 

 
79 Taylor Schmook interviewed by Erin Atwood, Jake Jabs Hall, September 19, 2019. 
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At one point during the interview, Taylor offhandedly asked me whether scientists 

and geologists planned on doing anything to stop future eruptions from occurring like 

possible of drilling holes into the hotspot to release pressure. The drilling concept Taylor 

refers to first comes from a source-less article posted online by the New York Post, other 

notable sources like National Geographic also posted a similar article once the original 

took off. The New York Post incorporated Brian Wilcox, who’s with NASA’s Jet 

Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), and describes his thoughts on the prescribed Yellowstone 

super eruption being a bigger threat than an asteroid or comet impact with earth.80 It is 

puzzling for people to try to understand how humans could possibly stop the impact of an 

asteroid let alone a super volcano from erupting as Wilcox further explains. Wilcox and 

other JPL researchers have dabbled with the idea of “pricking the super volcano’s 

surface, to let off steam.” but the rest of NASA’s researchers propose “drilling a 5-mile-

deep hole into the hydrothermal water below and to the sides of the magma chambers.” 

To dislodge an eruption from happening a calculated 35% of the volcano must be cooled 

to reduce the risk of globally destructive eruption. These proposals are estimated at 

costing $3.5 billion, but they believe it will be a better precautionary plan than that of an 

ash obliterated United States.81 

This article is later refuted by U.S.G.S. geologist Mike Poland. In a broadcasted 

video he discusses how this is not an immediate plan by NASA, but rather just an idea. 

Poland elaborates on how the effects of the drilling would be disastrous to the natural 

thermal features of the national park and strongly advises NASA to disregard the 

 
80 Jamie Seidel, “NASA’s Plan to Defuse Yellowstone’s Continent-Killing Super Volcano,” New York 

Post, August 24, 2017, https://nypost.com/2017/08/24/nasas-plan-to-defuse-yellowstones-continent-killing-

super-volcano/. 
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preposterous idea. “I can’t imagine that it would ever be allowed because it’s a national 

park. And it wouldn’t actually have the intended effects on trying to cool the magma 

body anyway… And it would have the potential drawbacks of affecting all the wonderful 

natural features that we go to Yellowstone to see.”82 Upon Taylor’s disappointment I 

went on to tell her no; the only thing geologists can really do at this moment is sit, take 

down notes on unusual activity, and simply watch the hot spot. It is a waiting game. The 

conversation between Taylor and I then drift off into discussing the unusual increase of 

eruptions of Steamboat Geyser in Yellowstone Park and if there could be a correlation 

between it and the super volcano. Finding that to be highly suspicious Taylor drifts off 

into a speculative mindset once more. After briefing her on the record-breaking amount 

of eruptions Steamboat Geysers has hit in 2019 alone, Taylor eerily remarked, “maybe 

God is giving us a sign, I don’t know.” 

The included snippet of the interview with Taylor allows us to see into the mind 

and thoughts of fear that people might associate themselves with regarding their level of 

risk in a wider scope of natural disasters. In connection to Yellowstone’s super volcano, 

Taylor exhibits a fearful reality passed down through her parents before her in the 

creation of her paranoia. She notes that she remains fearful to start a family knowing 

Yellowstone Park houses a massive hot spot. The miscalculation of risk provided by 

social media outlets, family influence, and ideas of impending doom create a lens of fear 

that manipulates her perspective of risk in regarding her safety and livelihood. The 

influence of notable and reliable sources, like the mentioned National Geographic or 

 
82 Callum Hoare, “Yellowstone Volcano: USGS Scientist’s Warning over NASA Plan to Drill into 

Supervolcano,” Express, March 22, 2019, https://www.express.co.uk/news/science/1103809/yellowstone-

volcano-usgs-scientist-warning-nasa-drill-spt. 
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National Public Radio, CNN articles, and information posted directly from geologists and 

volcanologists, each weigh heavy in influencing public mindset and through academic 

authority. Because they are renowned sources people are more likely to believe what each 

of these sources project onto them. These media outlets highlight various articles that 

verbalize Yellowstone Park’s eruption is fast approaching while other reliable sources 

claim otherwise. Who is correct? Who has the upper hand? It ultimately comes down to 

which source is admired most by the public and which source branded themselves as 

authentic and reliable. Misinterpreted information is encountered at every turn in the 

media realm and published information from different media sources can create a frenzy 

of “fake news” which creates mass confusion on what actually is occurring in 

Yellowstone. Everything previously discussed leading up to this section is woven 

throughout the answers of the interviewew with Taylor; Hollywood crafting a speculative 

imagination, previous volcanic eruptions constructing a cultural image of the disaster, 

and fear of the unknown. In current cultural form, the human mind is shaped by fear 

produced by outside agents that use emotion and unknown aspects of delicate futures to 

craft the current understanding of Yellowstone’s famous hot spot. 
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GETTING READY FOR THE BIG ONE 

With many factors fueling human fear and anxiety towards the natural 

environment, the fear factor drives the human mind to extreme lengths through a heavy 

misinterpretation of risk. African Bees, asteroids aimed for earth, the next global virus 

pandemic, or even a massive super eruption at Yellowstone, people may become 

vulnerable and susceptible to these very real occurrences. As some citizens viewed the 

risk of these situations not pertinent to them, there are many people across the United 

States who sense the risk is far too great and take precautionary matters into their own 

hands by preparing themselves for current and future disasters. Taking into account 

everything on the relationship with humans and paranoia discussed in the bulk of this 

thesis, at least half of those I interviewed, nine in count and what I will roughly translate 

to a general half of the public, fear future eruptions from Yellowstone National Park. 

Although only one of the interviewed participants stated she and her mom have safety 

plans set if the volcano were to hit, none of the other participants mentioned any 

acknowledgement of people prepping for their survival. Naturally, I took to the internet 

to see how other people were preparing themselves for a future explosion at Yellowstone. 

Generally, there were no direct articles or blogs relating specifically to the Yellowstone 

Hotspot, but there were many others broadly laying out safety precautions for universal 

volcanic eruptions. 

One online blog relates directly to the Yellowstone Hotspot by testing its readers 

to see if they are prepared for the devastating and unpredictable volcanic eruption. It 

begins by quoting Bob Smith, a geology professor at the University of Utah, by 

illustrating how he and his team discovered the true size of the hot spot. The caldera 
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underneath the park is actually bigger than originally believed.83 The blog then 

immediately follows the Easing Influencer pattern by transitioning the tone to a depiction 

of a dark and devastated Earth following the next eruption. It goes on to provide a sense 

of reassurance from the scientists studying Yellowstone’s volcano with their prediction of 

the next eruption ensuing 60,000 years from now. After reassurance from scientists 

however, there is a smooth transition into setting panic upon the reader once more. A call 

to begin preparing oneself is near demanded with the addition of a change in general 

action. A noteworthy aspect this blog addresses is the intense shortage of food the 

volcanic eruption would create and that there is no time to waste in preparation. Because 

after all, most natural disasters are an unpredictable phenomena and science predictions 

alone cannot be entirely accurate and relied on. Due to the unpredictability of the matter 

people must start preparing for the possibility instead of being completely vulnerable 

should the time arise.  

One of the first tips this blog verbalizes on beginning preparation is creating an 

adequate form of food storage. Tambora’s last big eruption established a year without 

summer pushing the globe into a frozen state of agriculture production. The effects of the 

Yellowstone eruption will most like follow this pattern. When it occurs, it will blow 

immense amounts of ash into the atmosphere blocking the sun’s penetration creating a 

year-round season of winter causing a shortage of food therefore following the scenario 

of Tambora except predictably more intense.84 The blog ends with the mere warning that 

directs people to expand personal research on where they specifically reside to be fully 

 
83 “The Yellowstone Super Volcano – Are you Prepared?” Emergency Essentials Blog, February 16, 2014, 

https://www.beprepared.com/blog/12725/the-yellowstone-super-volcano/. 
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prepared for that particular volcanic eruption. Preparing for that “what if” scenario in and 

of itself increases people’s anxieties of a future eruption. When people are actively 

building up a food supply, they become constantly aware of what they are preparing for 

which leaves them in a constant state of Eco-Paranoia. Conversely, that is not entirely a 

full-fledged thought process for all preppers. 

People who are intense doomsday preppers have dished out immense amounts of 

money in the name of preparation for future tragedies. Bob McDevitt from Nevada has 

spent between $150,000 and $200,000 on supplies, food, water, and medical necessities 

to last him two years in a natural disaster. McDevitt believes it is more of a practicality 

than it is a reaction to panic.85 He states, “preparedness gives us a fallback and peace of 

mind, similar to having a smoke alarm in your house when you go to bed... We don’t 

believe in doomsday. No one I know does.” As much as it might seem that doomsday 

preppers are hidden in the shadows, they are not a rare commodity. According to Dr. 

Matthew Lorber a psychiatrist in New York, there is an estimated 20 - 35% of American 

citizens who believe a nuclear war or religious happening will bring an end to the modern 

world. The awareness of a possible decline in availability of necessities in these situations 

is accelerating and Costco decided to make a market out of it.  

Costco recently came out with a doomsday-preppers dream survival kit. The kit is 

of course a bulk item making it a perfect purchase for any disaster paranoid citizen. The 

most expensive pack a shopper can buy is the Nutristore Premium Food Kit priced at 

$5,999.99. Inside the pack is 600 cans of food comfortably capable of providing four 

 
85 Reed Alexander, “Here’s exactly what’s in Costco’s New $6,000 Doomsday Prep Kit,” MarketWatch, 

March 12, 2018, https://www.marketwatch.com/story/heres-exactly-whats-in-costcos-new-6000-

doomsday-prep-kit-2018-03-12. 
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people the recommended daily intake of 2,000 calories for an entire year. There is more 

than enough carbs, proteins, meat, and freeze-dried fruits and vegetables to sustain a 

healthy balance for four individuals. There is a multitude of purchasing options slightly 

less expensive preppers can buy if they don’t want to fork up that much money. A pack 

worth $4,699.99 has 220 cans of food offering four people 1,986 calories a day. Sales and 

purchases of these kits skyrocket in accordance to current worldly events such as nuclear 

attacks or an outbreak of pandemic viruses. Costco documents the bulk percentage of 

these buyers being upper class citizens like doctors, lawyers, and architects.86 The 

military is another group of dependable purchasers as they are more aware of possible 

threatening events around the world. It is interesting to note upper class individuals make 

up the majority of these consumers. Due to their high finances one can assume they wish 

to be prepared for anything that might come their way, and because they have the money 

to do so they are not taking any chances. “Sales are up every time there is a fire, flood, 

earthquake, or any type of terrorist or nuclear attack.”87  

Out in the world of volcanic preparation, there is a Yellowstone Bunker themed 

escape room in Jackson Hole, Wyoming where people can test their survival skills in a 

race against a timed eruption. Playing with fear with notions of what-if scenarios, Exitus 

Escape Room designed a puzzle filled scenario relating to the imminent eruption of the 

hotspot.88 You are given 60 minutes to escape the bunker before it blows resulting in an 

apocalyptic world. Whether those that go through the room are avid doomsday preppers 

 
86 Alexander, “Costco’s Doomsday Kit,” 

87 Alexander, “Costco’s Doomsday Kit,” 

88 Julie Kukral, “How to Escape the Yellowstone Bunker,” Jackson Hole News and Guide, February 27, 

2019, https://www.jhnewsandguide.com/scene/events/how-to-escape-the-yellowstone-

bunker/article_f53f8173-64a4-5e5e-935f-3b49cd63579b.html. 
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and look to test their ability, or just an average escape room enthusiast, the bunker 

popped up due from a sense of fear heavily becoming prevalent from apocalyptic visions 

after an eruption. It has been seen in movies for years, written about in different forms of 

literature, and elevated on further to the benefit of mass media. The current cultural fear 

circling society has painted a mindset where it became the norm to think of the worst-

case scenario when it comes to natural disasters. However, by allowing citizens to 

actively engage with any fear and adrenaline sensed through the escape room aids to the 

cultural fear and acknowledgement of so in relation to Yellowstone. Not only is it 

emotionally entertaining, but the impression behind the creation of the escape room leads 

to an increase of speculative fear of the famed super eruption. Nevertheless, playing on 

people’s fear can be a fun way to engage the fearful public while growing one’s own 

finances. Putting the evaluation of one’s skills to the test can place the individual in the 

reality where the risk is imminent and unavoidable. Constructed for means of pleasure, 

however, willingly testing one’s skills aids in the brain’s satisfaction with playing with an 

unreal yet possible risk. 

Those that are not in the vicinity to test their mental skill in a Yellowstone themed 

escape room, rely on online websites to construct their mental and physical preparation. 

One website lists a full step-by-step guide for preparing oneself before a normal volcanic 

eruption, what to do during one, and how to survive afterwards. The page is quite 

descriptive and informative, and is as follows: 

Before: 

 Learn about your community warning systems and emergency plans. Be 

 prepared  
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for the hazards that can accompany volcanoes: 

• Mudflows and flash floods 

• Landslides and rockfalls 

• Earthquakes 

• Ashfall and acid rain 

• Tsunamis 

Make evacuation plans. If you live in a known volcanic hazard area, plan a 

route out and have a backup route in mind. Develop an emergency 

communication plan. In case family members are separated from one 

another during a volcanic eruption (a real possibility during the day when 

adults are at work and children are at school), have a plan for getting back 

together. Ask someone outside your immediate area, a relative or friend to 

serve as the “family contact,” because after a disaster, it’s often easier to 

call long distance. Make sure everyone knows the name, address, and phone 

number of the contact person. 

Have disaster supplies on hand: 

• Flashlight and extra batteries 

• First aid kit and manual 

• Emergency food and water 

• Non-electric can opener 

• Essential medicines 

• Dust mask 
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• Sturdy shoes 

• Get a pair of goggles and a throw-away breathing mask for each member 

of the household in case of ashfall. 

• Contact your local emergency management office for more information 

on volcanoes. 

During: 

Follow the evacuation order issued by authorities. Avoid areas downwind 

and river valleys downstream of the volcano. 

If caught indoors: 

• Close all windows, doors, and dampers. 

• Put all machinery inside a garage or barn. 

• Bring animals and livestock into closed shelters. 

If caught in a rockfall, roll into a ball to protect your head. If caught near a 

stream, be aware of mudflows. Move up slope, especially if you hear the 

roar of a mudflow. 

Protect yourself during ashfall: 

• Wear long-sleeved shirts and long pants. 

• Use goggles to protect your eyes. 

• Use a dust mask or hold a damp cloth over your face to help breathing. 

• Keep car or truck engines off. 
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Stay out of the area defined as a restricted zone by government officials. 

Effects of a volcanic eruption can be experienced many miles from a 

volcano. Mudflows and flash flooding, wildland fires, and even deadly hot 

ashflow [sic] can reach you even if you cannot see the volcano during an 

eruption. Avoid river valleys and low-lying areas. Trying to watch an 

erupting volcano up close is a deadly idea. Listen to a battery-operated radio 

or television for the latest emergency information. 

If possible stay away from volcanic ashfall areas. 

When outside: 

• Cover your mouth and nose. Volcanic ash can irritate your respiratory 

system. 

• Wear goggles to protect your eyes. 

• Keep skin covered to avoid irritation from contact with ash. 

Clear roofs of ashfall. Ashfall is very heavy and can cause buildings to 

collapse. Exercise great caution when working on a roof. Avoid driving in 

heavy ash fall. Driving will stir up more ash that can clog engines and stall 

vehicles. If you have a respiratory ailment, avoid contact with any amount 

of ash. Stay indoors until local health officials advise it is safe to go outside. 

Remember to help your neighbors who may require special assistance — 

infants, elderly people, and people with disabilities.89 

 
89 “Volcanic Eruption,” Survive-it, https://survive-it.co.nz/information/emergency-preparedness-

info/volcanic-eruption/. 
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Every other volcano preparedness site lists similar suggestions like preparing 

storage full of extra food and supplies. The Department of Homeland Security also has a 

volcano preparedness page that advises to stay alert and be attuned to emergency 

information, to follow evacuation protocols, and to avoid driving in ash fall. It then goes 

on to listing other important measures one needs to take before the eruption arrives and is 

follows. 

 Prepare NOW 

• Know your area’s risk from volcanic eruption. 

• Ask local emergency management for evacuation and shelter plans, and 

for potential means of protection from ash. 

• Learn about community warning systems by signing up for a free 

service called the Volcano Notification Service. 

• Consult your doctor if you have existing respiratory difficulties. 

• Practice a communication and evacuation plan with everyone in your 

family. 

• Have a shelter-in-place plan if your biggest risk is from ash. 

• Keep important documents in a safe place. Create password- protected 

digital copies. 

• Find out what your homeowner’s insurance policy will cover when a 

volcano erupts.90 

 
90 “Volcanoes,” Ready, Department of Homeland Security, last modified December 20, 2019, 

https://www.ready.gov/volcanoes. 
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It is easily seen these online sources were catered more towards those living in 

Washington and along the West Coast as the protocols relate heavily to ash flowed 

eruptions because of the experience of Mt. St. Helens. Because this eruption was the first 

modern volcanic eruption Americans encountered, most published materials of preparing 

oneself will be attuned to the previous experiences with an understanding that the same 

type of eruption will occur. However, there are no other websites that offer assistance and 

tips for any other volcanic activity that would occur for other volcanoes. 

Questions and spoken concerns float around in volcanic regions regarding 

whether it is necessary to have a set government issued plan, a mitigation plan or a 

general safety plan, for the next predicted American volcanic eruption. After slight fear 

exhibited from NASA mentioned in previous sections, Eco-Paranoia about the matter 

increased and is seen in the many articles discussing the perception of risk among 

disasters. These published articles raise questions on whether a true direct form of 

precautionary action is needed or if one should be crafted to simply eases any public 

anxiety. What is stopping this plan from occurring, however, is the wonder that humanity 

might not even experience its eruption. So, is it worth it? It is unknown when the famed 

eruption will take place and if society will have any form of correct technology to prevent 

it from occurring.91 Mike Poland does not think a guided plan of action is necessary as 

the next predicted eruption should only be a flow of lava. Once again reassuring the 

public, Poland reiterated the changes in activity they observe when looking for warning 

signs. “We observe Yellowstone volcano by looking at the swelling in the volcano, 

seismicity, gas emissions and changes in heat from the system. None of the signals come 

 
91 Sian Bradley, “We Really Need a Good Plan for When a Supervolcano Erupts,” Wired, November 27, 

2017, https://www.wired.co.uk/article/yellowstone-super-volcano-eruption-nasa-plan. 
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close to suggesting any volcanic activity is in our future.”92 Leaving the public to dwell in 

their Eco-Paranoia, no preparedness plan of action is scheduled to be created.  

Doomsday preppers are out there loud and proud, but very few Yellowstone 

volcano specific guides and preppers express preparation for safety. Outlined here is the 

generalization of doomsday prepping guides directed toward general volcanic eruptions. 

Yet if there were a dramatic increase in earthquakes, ground deformation, and gas and 

heat releases in the national park, I am positive Yellowstone specific prepping guides will 

soon pop up in society to prepare the ever-growing amount of eco-paranoia filled 

citizens.  

  

 
92 Bradley, “We Really Need a Good Plan,” 
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CONCLUSION 

There is a history of shifting perspective and interpretation surrounding the heat 

source of the famed national park. These changing impressions crafted the current 

cultural sense of fear that clouds calculations of risk inducing a paranoia among humans 

during natural disasters. In relation to Yellowstone’s underestimated bellow currently 

resting below the surface, the general factors humans experience with other disasters of 

the same nature create a speculative fear that leaves a perception of risk to be mis 

construed about the true severity of the event.  

By examining the first modern volcanic eruption in American history, Mt. St. 

Helens provided a unique glance into where and how the public manufactures ideologies 

of volcanic eruptions. Those who experienced this eruption first-hand have statistically 

shown to develop a sense of disastrous awareness demonstrated through Eco-Paranoia 

following the eruption if it were not already present prior. Eco-Paranoia, as coined 

through this thesis, is a form of active paranoia that describes the miscalculation of risk as 

it develops out of a fear developed from outside influences and how that affects current 

cultural understanding and continual projection of unnecessary fear towards future 

calamities. By dissecting citizen belief and thought process during 1980 event, a 

recognition of the origin and foundation of fear towards volcanic eruptions establishes the 

beginning of cultural diagnosis of Eco-Paranoia as it relates to Yellowstone National 

Park. 

The influence of mass media productions has modified cultural understanding into 

the mess it is today. Since Native tribes roamed the landscape along with later white 

explorers, Yellowstone has always been a draw to the curious mind. Earlier geologists 
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firmly believed there a volcanic hot spot underneath the national park once flourished but 

heavily argued shifted to a dormant entity and fully safe to visit. Later advancements of 

geologic knowledge shifted the once culturally accepted understanding of the heat source 

to being fully active hot spot. The middle of the 20th century saw this cultural shift and 

remained geologically encased. Few speculations of the hotspot being overdue by notable 

geologists, during this time, altered the cultural belief and positioned it in the hands of the 

mass media. With a presented concern from NASA, another highly authoritative entity, 

the public then became panic-stricken.  

The current ideological understanding of how the public interprets Yellowstone’s 

Hotspot stems almost entirely from media output. Various Hollywood films, 

documentaries, notable news sources, among institutionally published articles, 

Yellowstone’s super volcano emits a fear of the unknown; a fear fueled by speculative 

imagination crafted from subtle everyday terrors seen in cities; a fear of believing what is 

true and what is unknowingly pure accusation. The cultural understanding surrounding 

Yellowstone’s super volcano is one filled with pure uncertainty. It is filled with fear and 

paranoia of an insecure life following a super eruption. It is filled with fear of the innate 

possibility of a dreadful scenario that cannot be avoided. The risk of safety presented 

throughout these influencing estimations cause the unnecessary influx of fear-driven 

people that can for instance, be seen in the current COVID-19 pandemic. The current 

public succumbs to the influence of mass media, popular culture, and previous experience 

of similar disasters in justifying their felt fear when perceiving risks of safety, structure of 

the environment, and fear of imminent death of the coming future super-eruption. Eco-

Paranoia in relation to Yellowstone Park depicts the behavior of humans who dwell on 
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paranoias of the future because unnecessary fear lead to a miscalculation of risk that 

penetrated, misguided, and besieged human speculative realities on natural disasters. 

Yellowstone’s predicted super eruption will not take place for a few thousand years 

according to the park’s geologists and volcanologists. The current cultural fear of 

predicted destruction surrounding Yellowstone Park’s Hotspot stems from the clouded 

ability to perceive risk effectively because of previous disaster experiences. The theory of 

Eco-Paranoia triggers humans to fear the predicted eruption because the risk of the 

catastrophically famed event will be too destructive to ignore. The misjudgment of risk 

associated with the event escalates from misinterpreted media sources that coerce people 

to dwell on this fear thousands of years before the volcano itself rouses. 
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